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We continue with our flash contests, so keep your eyes peeled on this page to catch the current themes. Flash contests start every second Friday and last for 17 days, concluding on the Sunday after the next, effectively spanning over the following two weeks. This adjustment means everyone has more time to prepare and complete their projects! There is still only one main prize—400 PrusaMeters for the winner—but we’re also awarding other small prizes at our discretion. Additionally, if you aim to collect as many badges as possible on Printables, participating in these contests offers a great opportunity to earn a contest winner badge!

Best of luck, and don’t forget to keep scrolling to discover our latest themes!

Current themes:

113. Geometric Wall Art

Starting April 05, 2024, Ending April 21, 2024 23:59 UTC.

Entries from March 21, 2024 to April 21, 2024 23:59 UTC.

In the following weeks, we’re on the hunt for pieces that play with dimension and engage from every perspective. The challenge of this Flash contest round is “Geometric Wall Art”. Your design should be a creative assembly of geometric shapes, in 2D or 3D dimension, with a hanging mechanism that allows it to be mounted on a wall. Feel free to experiment with backlighting or other methods to enhance the appeal and ensure the interactivity of your masterpiece. Create patterns, whether interlocking or one piece, that come alive through the play of shadows and daylight, adding a playful twist to a blank wall!

[image: Geometric Wolf/fox head wall art by dgemily, photo by JamesonThug]

Geometric Wolf/fox head wall art by dgemily, photo by JamesonThug

Submit your geometric piece(s) by April 21! 

Contest Page

Judging Criteria, How to participate and Terms & Conditions

112. Easter 2024

Starting March 22, 2024, Ending April 07, 2024 23:59 UTC.

Entries from March 01, 2024 to April 07, 2024 23:59 UTC.

The Easter contest is making a comeback! This round, we’re keeping it cozy and classic. Our focus is on those traditional Easter decorations that capture the essence of spring and the spirit of this time of year: patterned eggs, bunnies that are too cute not to print, colorful flower bouquets, and baskets that can be filled with treats. Capture the essence of Easter in a way that brightens up your space, whether it’s a table centerpiece, front door, or your garden! We’re excited to see how you interpret these timeless themes with your unique touch.

[image: ]Easter Bunny Napkin Ring by Jan-E.de


Submit your design by April 07 and see what hatches!

Contest Page

Judging Criteria, How to participate and Terms & Conditions



Archived themes:

 

111. Sewing

Starting March 08, 2024, Ending March 24, 2024 23:59 UTC.

Entries from February 23, 2024 to March 24, 2024 23:59 UTC.

Sewing Helpers Wanted! We’re calling on all sewing enthusiasts to craft 3D printed tools that transform the way we sew. No need for high-tech gadgets; just good old practicality and creativity. What’s needed are needle holders that keep those sharp points safe, spool holders to prevent thread tangles, seam rippers that fit perfectly in your hand, and organizers that keep bobbins and presser feet in order. Think about what makes sewing smoother for you. Is it a special measuring tool, a clip that holds fabric without leaving a mark, or perhaps a unique case that stores all your sewing essentials? This contest isn’t about reinventing the wheel but rather creating those little helpers that make a big difference in every sewing project.

[image: Sewing knitting box by Tomo]Sewing knitting box by Tomo


Stitch together some great ideas and don’t forget to submit your design by March 24.

Contest Page

110. Instant Camera Accessories

Starting February 23, 2024, Ending March 10, 2024 23:59 UTC.

Entries from February 09, 2024, to March 10, 2024, 23:59 UTC.

Get ready to capture the moment in our next Flash Contest theme: Instant Camera Accessories! We’re inviting all creative minds and makers to design cool, functional, or just plain fun accessories for instant cameras. From unique camera stands and inventive lens attachments to custom photo frames and beyond—if it elevates instant photography, we want to see it! Whether you’re a fan of Polaroid, Fujifilm Instax, or any other instant camera brand, this is your opportunity to add something special to the instant photography experience. Please note, that this round is for instant camera gear only. Accessories designed for other types of cameras will not be considered for this contest.

[image: Stand for Instapix Polaroid Fujifilm Photos by LuminDesignLab]Stand for Instapix Polaroid Fujifilm Photos by LuminDesignLab


Capture the moment and submit your design by March 10!

Contest Page

109. Bathtub toys!

Starting February 16, 2024, Ending February 25, 2024 23:59 UTC.

Entries from February 01, 2024, to February 25, 2024, 23:59 UTC.

This week, we’re turning the tub into a playground with the new theme: “Bathtub Toys”! From floating animals that glide across the water to deep-diving submarines, let your ideas sail. Create interactive water wheels and mills, spiral water slides for marble runs, watering cans, and buckets, and don’t forget about the treasure dive adventure, complete with sunken chests. But here’s the twist: no boats this time! Let’s save those for a future contest. Instead, focus on crafting swimming creatures, playful pourers, and sunken treasures. Safety is our top priority, so ensure your creations are kid-friendly, with smooth edges, secure magnets, and mold-resistant designs. Also don’t forget to choose the right material to keep both the play and the players safe.

[image: Superduck! (Bath toy) by animatorgeek]Superduck! (Bath toy) by animatorgeek


Get ready to make a splash and submit your design by February 25!

Contest Page



108. Valentine’s Classics

Starting February 09, 2024, Ending February 18, 2024, 23:59 UTC.

Entries from January 12, 2024, to February 18, 2024, 23:59 UTC.

As our annual tradition goes, Valentine’s Day is once again the focus of our Flash contest. Every year, it’s the same heartwarming challenge: create something that captures the essence of love! In our 3D printing community, it’s about sticking to what works—bringing those timeless designs to life with a personal touch. So, this time, we’re keeping it simple and sweet. Focus on crafting those designs that never go out of style: cute heart shapes, romantic motifs, and anything that spells love in a way everyone recognizes. Happy Valentine’s printing!

[image: Heart Box Redux by emi.Forge]Heart Box Redux by emi.Forge


Print your heart out and submit your design by February 18!

Contest Page

107. Fish Tank Tweaks

Starting February 02, 2024, Ending February 11, 2024, 23:59 UTC.

Entries from January 12, 2024, to February 11, 2024, 23:59 UTC.

It’s time to give your aquarium a 3D-printed makeover. If you’re a hobby aquarist with a love for 3D printing, this round is for you! Create practical, yet cool additions that fit right into your water world. Design unique rocks and caves, keep the tank secure with handy lid clips, make parts for filters to keep that water sparkling clean, and if you’re into plants, how about printing some pots to anchor down your greenery? And remember, safety is key. Pick materials that are safe for both your fish and plants. It’s usually recommended to use ABS or specific food-safe PLA, and it’s often advised to coat the print in a safe epoxy to seal it. Always research and ensure that your materials and designs are safe for your aquatic friends!

[image: Aquarium planter by tato_713]Aquarium planter by tato_713


Make a splash and submit your design by February 11!

Contest Page

106. Soldering Solutions

Starting January 26, 2024, Ending February 04, 2024, 23:59 UTC.

Entries from January 12, 2024, to February 04, 2024, 23:59 UTC.

Get ready for a sizzling round of our flash contest – it’s all about “Soldering Solutions”! Create that perfect companion for your soldering tasks: handy ‘helping hand’ to keep all those wires in place, or invent a perfect organizer that puts your soldering tools right where you need them. This contest is your chance to showcase how 3D printing can make even the most detailed soldering projects easier, from crafting electronic gadgets to repairing everyday items. A valid entry is one that enhances the comfort of soldering work, be it through 3D-printed tools or organizers. Models not directly related to soldering will be excluded from the contest.

[image: Soldering aid by owar]Soldering aid by owar


Solve all the soldering problems and submit your design by February 04!

Contest Page

105. Voronoi Patterns

Starting January 19, 2024, Ending January 28, 2024 23:59 UTC.

Entries from January 01, 2024, to January 28, 2024 23:59 UTC.

This week’s Flash Contest shines the spotlight on Voronoi Patterns – a blend of complexity and raw beauty! The challenge primarily revolves around crafting designs that captivate with their visual appeal, though we’re also welcoming of practicality. Known for their cracked-mud-like structures, Voronoi patterns provide a fantastic playground for simultaneously experimenting with art, mathematics, and natural structures. So take this opportunity to create something that catches the eye or perhaps something that brings joy (and maybe even holds your keys). A valid entry can be completely enveloped in Voronoi patterns or may incorporate the pattern as a standout part of the design. As long as your model showcases the Voronoi touch somewhere in its design, it’s in the running!

[image: Bionic Hand art - Standard by LayerModels]Bionic Hand art – Standard by LayerModels


Submit your Voronoi design by January 28!

Contest Page

104. Cutlery Organizers

Starting January 12, 2024, Ending January 21, 2023 23:59 UTC.

Entries from December 01, 2023 to January 21, 2023 23:59 UTC.

Are you ready to beat the chaos in your kitchen drawers? This week’s Flash Contest theme is ‘Cutlery Organizers’ – it’s time to get those forks and knives in line (literally)! We know you’ve got the skills to transform a mess into perfect organization with the help of your 3D printer – so let’s think beyond the usual box. Can you create a utensil holder that spins, stacks, or even hangs? How about adding a funny twist that makes us chuckle every time we reach for a spoon? Design something practical, yet with that unique touch only you can add. Remember, the winning design needs to not only look cool but also keep our cutlery in tip-top shape!

[image: Gridfinity Cutlery by Fabian]Gridfinity Cutlery by Fabian


Bring order to the cutlery chaos and submit your design by January 21. 

Contest Page

103. Bathroom Shelves

Starting January 05, 2024, Ending January 14, 2024 23:59 UTC.

Entries from December 01, 2023 to January 14, 2024 23:59 UTC.

The bathroom is where we start and end our day, so why not use our 3D printers to make this daily routine a little more fun? This round of flash contests is your chance to design bathroom shelves that are not just useful but also reflect your personal style, no matter if you are into minimalist elegance or wild creativity. Imagine floating shelves holding your perfectly rolled hand towels, a shelf that fits right into the shower corner, or an over-the-toilet unit that organizes all the necessities. Your shelf designs can be anything – from organizing essentials to adding a bit of fun to daily routines. 

[image: Honeycomb Shower Shelf (Shower Pole Mount) by don frechdachs]Honeycomb Shower Shelf (Shower Pole Mount) by don frechdachs


Make sure your creations make a splash and submit your design by January 14!

Contest Page

102. Counters

Starting December 29, 2023 Ending January 07, 2023 23:59 UTC.

Entries from December 01, 2023 to January 07, 2023 23:59 UTC.

Counting down to the New Year, tracking the days until your next adventure, or tallying those runs since the New Year’s resolutions? Make it fun with our “Counters” Flash Contest! We’re on the lookout for creative 3D-printable designs that add a touch of excitement to counting your adventures. Create your customized calendar, a countdown mechanism, a personalized tracker, or anything that springs to your mind when it comes to counting. So, start printing, keep counting, and welcome the New Year with style!

[image: 2 and 3 Digit Mechanical Counter by Bootjevaarder]2 and 3 Digit Mechanical Counter by Bootjevaarder


Submit your design by January 07 – we are counting on you!

Contest Page



101. Finger toys

Starting December 22, 2023 Ending December 31, 2023 23:59 UTC.

Entries from December 01, 2023 to December 31, 2023 23:59 UTC.

It’s time to have some fun! Winter holidays are on the horizon and what better time to goof around a bit? Our next Flash Contest is all about 3D-printed finger toys! We’re looking for cute, funny, and entertaining designs that add a playful twist to your festive season (and your fingertips). You can go full-on Christmas theme or choose anything you can imagine – would you like to transform your fingers into cat paws, some maggots, or boxing gloves? Everything will be a perfectly valid entry! So get up from that cozy sofa and let´s be creative! 🙂

[image: Mini Big Red Boots by bigovereasy]Mini Big Red Boots by bigovereasy


Don´t forget to submit your design by December 31!

Contest Page

100. Jointed Figures – Jubilee Round!

Starting December 08, 2023 Ending December 24, 2023 23:59 UTC.

Entries from December 01, 2023 to December 24, 2023 23:59 UTC.

As we hit our 100th Flash Contest round, we’re kicking off a special extended 2-week contest with standout prizes: 400 Prusameters for the second place and the Original Prusa MINI+ kit for the first one! The theme is “Joint Figures” – a fun mix of art, engineering, and play. Bring static figures to life, whether it’s a fantasy character, a lifelike animal, or a robot whose joints might be clunky but he’s still very cute. Before you dive into crafting, remember that your model should be more than just a display piece on a shelf – it should be easily printable, fun to assemble, durable, and interactive.

Please note that for this round of the contest, we are not focusing on flexi models, as we have previously dedicated a contest to them.

[image: LUCKY 13 Printable Jointed Figure by soozafone]

LUCKY 13 Printable Jointed Figure by soozafone

Submit your design by December 24 and get a chance to win the best Christmas present!

Contest Page

99. Necklaces and Pendants

Starting December 01, 2023 Ending December 10, 2023 23:59 UTC.

Entries from November 01, 2023 to December 10, 2023 23:59 UTC.

As the festive season approaches and Christmas parties start to fill our calendars, it’s time to bring some extra sparkle into our lives with our latest Flash Contest theme: ‘Necklaces and Pendants.’ This round is all about crafting wearable 3D printed neck jewelry – perfect for gifting or adding a special touch to your holiday outfit. Whether your style is elegant and refined or bold and festive, we encourage you to unleash your inner fashionista! Dive into the world of 3D printed jewelry and create something heartfelt for a loved one, or craft a special piece for yourself. We can’t wait to see all the beautiful necklaces and pendants that emerge from this challenge!

[image: Hexagon Jewelry by Drop.3D]Hexagon Jewelry by Drop.3D


Don´t forget to submit your design by December 10!

Contest Page

98. Defrosting Cars

Starting November 24, 2023, Ending December 03, 2023 23:59 UTC.

Entries from October 01, 2023, to December 03, 2023, 23:59 UTC.

As December approaches, many in our community (depending on the continent you’re currently printing on) are starting to feel freezing temperatures. To make this weather change smoother, we’re presenting our next Flash Contest theme: ‘Defrosting Cars.’ This contest invites you to create 3D printed winter car accessories that can make those chilly morning drives a little bit easier. We’re looking for practical designs like ice scrapers, wiper protections, snow shovels, and telescopic handles to sweep the snow from the roof, all designed to address the challenges of winter driving. Whether you’re surrounded by snow or just enjoy crafting car gadgets, this is a perfect opportunity to show your problem-solving skills.

[image: Ice scraper by DMUX]Ice scraper by DMUX


Brace yourself with the most practical and clever car solutions and submit your design by December 03!

Contest Page

97. Piggy Banks

Starting November 17, 2023 Ending November 26, 2023 23:59 UTC.

Entries from November 10, 2023 to November 26, 2023 23:59 UTC.

Time to save in style with our “Piggy Banks” Flash Contest! 🐷 We’re looking for unique designs that transform the act of saving coins into fun. Whether it’s a classic piggy shape, something nontraditional, or even a clever swear jar to control those naughty words, your creation should inspire saving with a touch of fun. These piggy banks and swear jars don’t just hold coins; they’re a playful way to teach young ones the value of saving and remind adults to watch their language. 🙂 So let’s see your imaginative takes on this simple concept, bringing a creative twist to saving with 3D printing.

[image: Piggy Bank model by Area3D, photo by Arn]Piggy Bank model by Area3D, photo by Arn


Don´t save your ideas for later and submit your design by November 26!

Contest Page

96. Drilling Tools

Starting November 10, 2023 Ending November 19, 2023 23:59 UTC.

Entries from November 03, 2023 to November 19, 2023 23:59 UTC.

Gear up for precision and practicality with our “Drilling Tools” Flash Contest! We’re on the lookout for 3D-printable designs that enhance the drilling experience, from sturdy drill bit holders to precise angle guides, or innovative attachments that keep your workspace dust-free. Show us your crafty solutions that bring efficiency and order to any drilling job – tools that could become essentials for DIY enthusiasts and professionals alike. Remember, a great design ensures a safe drilling experience, so let’s see those features that prioritize safety alongside functionality.

[image: Drilling Tool and Dust Collector by thomasisthecoolest, photo by ByteSlinger]Drilling Tool and Dust Collector by thomasisthecoolest, photo by ByteSlinger


Drill into the heart of practicality and submit your designs by November 19!

Contest Page

95. Zen Gardens

Starting November 03, 2023 Ending November 12, 2023 23:59 UTC.

Entries from October 27, 2023 to November 12, 2023 23:59 UTC. 

Looking for a little peace in your busy days? Dive into our next Flash Contest theme: “Zen Gardens”. We’re on the lookout for designs that transform any tabletop into a tranquil retreat. Imagine raked sand patterns, bridges over pebble streams, or miniature “chashitsu” tea houses, all brought to life with the magic of 3D printing. It’s not just about looks; it’s about crafting a space that offers a moment of mindfulness. So, whether you’re a seasoned designer or just someone looking to spread some peace, let’s create Zen gardens that are both beautiful and printable!

[image: Desktop Zen Garden model by EddiePrints, photo by Vantur]Desktop Zen Garden model by EddiePrints, photo by Vantur


Find Your Inner Peace with Zen Gardens and submit your design by November 12!

Contest Page

94. Painting helpers

Starting October 27, 2023, Ending November 05, 2023 23:59 UTC.

Entries from October 20, 2023 to November 05, 2023 23:59 UTC. 

Painting can be a joy, but without the right tools, it can quickly turn chaotic. Enter our next Flash Contest theme: “Painting Helpers”! We’re calling on you to design 3D printable tools that assist in painting tasks, big or small. Think handles for miniature models, organized stations for brushes, handles for sprays, or practical palettes and paint cups. Whether you’re into hobby painting or sprucing up spaces at home, we’re looking for designs that make the job easier and more efficient! The key is to create items that are easily printable, durable, and genuinely helpful for painters of all levels and kinds.

[image: Model Painting Handle by fetchbeer]

Model Painting Handle by fetchbeer

Paint us impressed and submit your entries by November 05!

Contest Page

93. Door Stoppers

Starting October 20, 2023, Ending October 29, 2023 23:59 UTC.

Entries from October 13, 2023 to October 29, 2023 23:59 UTC.

Sometimes doors tend to close at the most inconvenient times… Like when your hands are full, or you’re in a chase after your cat on the run. (And you’ve forgotten your keys, of course!) But with your help, we’re putting an end to that! This Flash Contest is all about designing the most creative, fun, and effective door stoppers that you can think of. While the traditional wedge is a perfectly valid entry, we’re looking for stoppers of any kind. We encourage designs that are not only effective at holding a door but also add a touch of charm or humor to a room. Remember, the best designs will balance creativity with practicality – they should be easily printable, durable, and suitable for doors of different sizes and weights.

[image: A Door-able Stop, model by gringer, photo by sorrenaveria]

A Door-able Stop, model by gringer, photo by sorrenaveria

Hold That Door Open and submit your design by October 29!

Contest Page

92. Halloween

Starting October 13, 2023, Ending October 22, 2023 23:59 UTC.

Entries from January 01, 2023 to October 22, 2023 23:59 UTC.

The nights are getting longer, and that familiar chill is in the air. It’s that spooky time of year again, and our traditional Halloween design contest is back! This week we’re calling you to craft Halloween-inspired designs. From haunted houses to friendly ghosts, we’re excited to see your interpretation of this spooktacular holiday. While we’re all for a good scare, remember the fun side of Halloween too. Whether it’s dancing skeletons at your doorsteps, playful pumpkins behind the window, black cats sitting on your printer, or even a part of your party costume making you the coolest maker in the room, we’re here for it!

[image: A Trio of Halloween Ghost Dogs by OddPlasticity]A Trio of Halloween Ghost Dogs by OddPlasticity


Don´t get scared and submit your design by October 22! 

Contest Page

91. Key Tags, Caps & Identifiers

Starting October 06, 2023, Ending October 15, 2023 23:59 UTC.

Entries from September 29, 2023 to October 15, 2023 23:59 UTC.

Keys: we use them daily, yet they often get lost in the depths of our pockets or jumbled up in drawers. Enter our next Flash contest with the theme: “Key Tags, Caps & Identifiers”! It’s high time our keys got the recognition they’ve been missing! Whether it’s a personalized tag that tells a story, a vibrant cap that makes a specific key stand out, or an identifier that ensures you grab the right key every time, we’re all about designs that are functional, cool, and eye-catching. Think beyond the ordinary and imagine key accessories that not only help us identify our keys but also express our personality. From minimalist designs to crazy creations, the key (pun intended!) is to be original and practical.

[image: Key holder with easy to read tag by Meister Edel]Key holder with easy to read tag by Meister Edel


Unlock your potential and submit your design by October 15!

Contest Page

90. Car Holders

Starting September 29, 2023, Ending October 08, 2023 23:59 UTC.

Entries from September 22, 2023 to October 08, 2023 23:59 UTC.

It’s time to bring some cool vibes to our cars! Our next Flash contest theme is ‘Car Holders’, and we’re looking for those quirky, fun, and super useful designs. While we already have plenty of mobile holder designs on Printables, we encourage you to think outside the box and try something different! Of course, car phone holder designs are still welcome as valid entries, but how about a handy sauce holder for those drive-thru adventures, or maybe some cool gadgets to keep the back seats organized and the kids entertained? It’s all about making every ride smoother and more enjoyable, whether it’s the daily commute or a cross-country road trip. So, let’s hit the road and see what awesome creations you come up with to make our cars the ultimate travel spaces!

[image: Universal tablet holder for cars/headrest by Bananenminister]Universal tablet holder for cars/headrest by Bananenminister


Gear up and submit your designs by October 08!

Contest Page

89. Brain Teaser Puzzles

Starting September 22, 2023, Ending October 01, 2023 23:59 UTC.

Entries from September 15, 2023 to October 01, 2023 23:59 UTC.

Heat up both your beds and brains! Our newest Flash contest theme is “Brain Teaser Puzzles”. Create a 3D-printed labyrinth that keeps fingers and minds occupied for hours or a lock puzzle that requires just the right touch and sequence to solve. This isn’t just about making puzzles; it’s about pushing the boundaries of design and creativity to challenge the intellect and your 3D printer at one time. The possibilities are endless – whether it’s a twisty cube, a tricky interlocking puzzle, or a maze that seems impossible at first glance, we’re eager to see your most inventive designs that challenge the bright minds of every maker. And remember, the best puzzles are those that seem simple but keep you thinking for days.

[image: Puzzle Box / Block Puzzle by Extrutim]Puzzle Box / Block Puzzle by Extrutim


Ready to puzzle it out? Submit your designs by October 01!

Contest Page

88. Dollhouse Furniture

Starting September 15, 2023, Ending September 24, 2023 23:59 UTC.

Entries from September 08, 2023 to September 24, 2023 23:59 UTC.

Time to wake up the interior designer in you! Our latest Flash contest theme is all about “Dollhouse Furniture”. Stepping into the miniature world, we aim to make every dollhouse corner cozy. Have you ever thought of a tiny bookshelf just waiting to be filled with classics? Or a doll-sized restroom where the latest gossip gets “flushed” out? Whether it’s crafting a tiny wardrobe with functional hinges that open smoothly or designing a miniature recliner with moving parts, this challenge invites you to show your best miniatures ideas! Let’s create that cute little furniture that not only adds a touch of charm to a doll’s daily life but also offers a perfect chance to put those filament leftovers to good use!

[image: Table and chairs for doll house by atistang]Table and chairs for doll house by atistang


Upgrade those Mojo Dojo Casa Houses and submit your design by September 24!

Contest Page

87. Travel Essentials

Starting September 08, 2023, Ending September 17, 2023 23:59 UTC.

Entries from September 01, 2023 to September 17, 2023 23:59 UTC.

Summer might be winding down, but the spirit of travel never rests. Dive into our next Flash contest theme: “Travel Essentials”! With the help of 3D printing, let’s craft those perfect helpers for every traveler’s adventure, no matter the season. Whether you’re navigating busy airports, trekking mountain trails, or escaping on a spontaneous weekend trip, there’s a demand for items that are both compact and durable. This challenge is all about creating designs that can handle the bumps of travel while saving precious luggage space. Show us your 3D printed solutions that bring both protection and convenience to the travel experience. Think of a robust passport cover, a hygienic toothbrush holder, or a clever safety hack to keep your belongings secure. Let’s make every journey memorable with the right essentials!

[image: Oral-B Electric 2/4/6 Toothbrush Head Travel Case and Stand by DrJones]

Oral-B Electric 2/4/6 Toothbrush Head Travel Case and Stand by DrJonesPack up your ideas and send them our way by September 17!

Contest Page & Winners

86. Plant Climbers & Supports

Starting September 01, 2023, Ending September 10, 2023 23:59 UTC.

Entries from August 25, 2023 to September 10, 2023 23:59 UTC.

Let’s elevate our plants’ game! In the dance of leaves and blooms, every plant deserves its moment to shine. Introducing our next Flash contest theme: “Plant Climbers & Supports”. With 3D printing as our tool, we can set the stage for plants to help them grow – whether it’s a sunflower stretching tall in the backyard or a houseplant adding charm to a cozy corner, the right support can make all the difference. This challenge is calling for plant climber (or another plant support) designs that blend form with function, turning everyday plant supports into pieces of art. So, whether you’re thinking of creating a model of a geometric trellis for ivies or a modular support stake for potted greens, it’s time to bring those ideas to life. Heat up your printers and give your plants the support they deserve!

[image: Plant Support / Plant Trellis / Hexagon / Honeycomb model by P_99, photo by Terk]Plant Support / Plant Trellis / Hexagon / Honeycomb model by P_99, photo by Terk


Submit your design by September 10, and leaf an impression!

Contest Page & Winners



85. Ropes, Cords & Straps Gear

Starting August 25, 2023, Ending September 03, 2023 23:59 UTC.

Entries from August 18, 2023 to September 03, 2023 23:59 UTC.

Navigating the world of ropes, cordage, and straps can sometimes feel like untangling a never-ending knot. But who said knots can’t be fun? The next Flash contest theme, “Ropes, Cordage & Straps Gear”, is here to prove just that, with a little help from your 3D printer! From the wild trails where ropes are our best buddies, to the crafting corner where cordage makes cool stuff, to the everyday grind where straps hold it all together, there’s a world of fun designs waiting to be made. The spotlight is on designs that are not only practical and durable but also safe for use. Show us your 3D printed solutions that simplify, enhance, or innovate the way these tools are used or stored. Whether it’s a rope spool design, a cordage organizer, or a fresh take on rope storage or use, it’s all about adding convenience to these everyday essentials.

[image: Rope Winder by Ivo Slanina ]Rope Winder by Ivo Slanina


Tie up this challenge and submit your designs by September 03!

Contest Page & Winners

84. Office Accessories

Starting August 18, 2023, Ending August 27, 2023 23:59 UTC.

Entries from August 11, 2023 to August 27, 2023 23:59 UTC.

Let’s think of those everyday items on our desks and how we can give them a fun, functional twist. Our next Flash contest theme is all about “Office Accessories”! Whether you’re leveling up your home office corner or adding a personal touch to your corporate desk, we’re all about designs that are handy, durable, and have that cool factor. Let’s see those clever 3D printed solutions that make our workdays a bit brighter and our desks a tad tidier! A valid entry should make our office life a bit easier or more organized, be it a quirky organizer, a handy gadget stand, a fun pen holder, or any other creative spin you can think of for the workspace.

[image: Expo Dry Erase Marker Set model by lendres, photo by VisualReversal]Expo Dry Erase Marker Set model by lendres, photo by VisualReversal


From paperclips to pen pots, make your office desk pop and submit your design by August 27!

Contest Page

83. Low Poly

Starting August 11, 2023, Ending August 20, 2023 23:59 UTC.

Entries from August 04, 2023 to August 20, 2023 23:59 UTC.

Dive into the realm of geometry with our upcoming flash contest theme: “Low Poly”! These minimalist and modern designs have really caught on in the 3D printing community, combining stylish aesthetics with easy printing. From majestic animals to everyday objects, the power of low poly comes from its way of capturing the essence of a subject with just a few facets. For both seasoned designers and those new to the low poly world, this round of the flash contest is a great opportunity to show your talent! Design a 3D printable low poly model – whether it’s a static object, a dynamic creature, or an innovative abstract piece, bring your idea to life using this iconic style. A valid entry should not only look impressive (or cute) but also ensure that the models are easily printable.

[image: Low-Poly Snorlax by Agustin Arroyo]Low-Poly Snorlax by Agustin Arroyo


Keep it ‘low’ and let your creativity flow! Submit your design by August 20!

Contest Page & Winners

82. Velcro Prints

Starting August 04, 2023, Ending August 13, 2023 23:59 UTC.

Entries from July 28, 2023 to August 13, 2023 23:59 UTC.

Embrace the world of Velcro in our next flash contest: Hook & Loop Prints! This challenge calls for your innovation in using hook and loop fasteners in daily life. Whether you’ll be designing practical cable organizers, crafting functional bracelets, creating universal holders, or developing modular storage solutions, we’re excited to see how you incorporate Velcro’s versatility. Your mission is to design a 3D printable piece that incorporates Velcro in an inventive and functional way. Focus on creating something that solves a real-life problem or adds convenience to everyday tasks. A valid entry should be safe, original, and resonate with the essence of Velcro as a versatile connector. We can’t wait to see your inspired designs!

[image: MOLLE patch plate for velcro by jussikal]MOLLE patch plate for velcro by jussikal


Submit your Velcro creation by August 13, and show us how this classic fastener can be reinvented. 

Contest Page & Winners

81. Sand Molds

Starting July 28, 2023, Ending August 06, 2023 23:59 UTC.

Entries from July 21, 2023 to August 06, 2023 23:59 UTC.

Get ready for an adventure in the sandbox with our next flash contest theme: ‘Sand Molds’! This challenge invites you to transform the everyday fun of sand play into a world of endless imagination for children. Consider creating sand molds in the shape of dinosaurs, sea creatures, or even ice cream cones for crafting the most delicious-looking sandy ice creams. The aim of this contest is to spark creativity, both in your 3D printed designs and in the sand structures they will inspire. A valid entry is one that’s safe for children (and adults, of course) to use, promotes creativity, and is functional in forming an identifiable shape in the sand. Remember, the best sand molds will be those that bring the most smiles and, of course, build the best sand structures. We can’t wait to see what sandy masterpieces your molds will create!

[image: Car Sand Molds model by 3DBrooklyn, photo by Komár]Car Sand Molds model by 3DBrooklyn, photo by Komár


Submit your designs by August 6th and bring imagination to every sandbox!

Contest Page & Winners



80. Hair Accessories

Starting July 21, 2023, Ending July 30, 2023 23:59 UTC.

Entries from July 14, 2023 to July 30, 2023 23:59 UTC.

Take your style to a whole new level with the next theme for our flash contest: ‘Hair Accessories’! From sophisticated hairpins adding a touch of elegance to your updo, to headbands, hair clips, and combs ready to rescue any bad hair day. This contest challenges you to craft hair accessories that aren’t just visually pleasing, but also practical and comfortable for wear. Whether your style is classic, bohemian, or avant-garde, we’re eager to see how your ideas will redefine hair fashion! A valid entry is one that can be used to style or decorate your hair in any way, while ensuring a comfortable fit and safe use. 

[image: Bee & Honeycomb Slide Hair Clip by 3D servis]Bee & Honeycomb Slide Hair Clip by 3D servis


Make your hair the talk of the town and submit your design by July 30! 

Contest Page & Winners

79. Paper Towel Holders

Starting July 14, 2023, Ending July 23, 2023 23:59 UTC.

Entries from June 07, 2023 to July 23, 2023 23:59 UTC.

This round of Flash contests will be wrapped all around the “Paper Towel Holders”! Your challenge is to create a paper towel holder that not only securely holds and dispenses paper towels but also adds a touch of elegance to any environment. Whether it’s for the perfectly clean kitchen or your carefully organized workshop, we’re looking for designs that are practical, easy to reload, and provide stability when in use. Show us your creative ideas that make life easier and more organized! A valid entry is one that can securely hold and dispense at least one roll of paper towels, no matter if it’s a wall-mounted design, a countertop stand, or another unique and innovative creation.

[image: Kitchen paper roll holder by 7 Hawk7, photo by 7 Hawk7]Kitchen paper roll holder by 7 Hawk7, photo by Dobial


Don´t throw in the towel and submit your design by 23rd July!

Contest Page

78. Kit cards

Starting July 07, 2023, Ending July 16, 2023 23:59 UTC.

Entries from June 30, 2023 to July 16, 2023 23:59 UTC.

Get ready for our next flash contest theme: ‘Kit Cards’! These compact, printable designs combine the concept of a postcard with the joy of 3D printing. Kit Cards are interactive creations that invite you to pop out the parts from the card and assemble them into charming objects, such as a famous reindeer, cute car, model plane, dinosaur skeleton, and so much more. They can be used as fun decorations, unique gifts, or simply enjoyed for their entertainment value. Whether you’re aiming for cuteness, functionality, or pure amusement, the goal is to design a captivating Kit Card that brings joy (or usefulness) to those who assemble it. Your entry should include a flat printable design with pop-out elements that allow the model to come to life in the hands of the recipient.

[image: ]Bike Puzzle Gift Kit Card by Davie.BIN


Print, pop out, assemble, and don´t forget to submit your design by July 16!

Contest Page & Winners

77. Typography Fun!

Starting June 30, 2023, Ending July 09, 2023 23:59 UTC.

Entries from June 22, 2023 to July 09, 2023 23:59 UTC.

Get ready to express yourself through the art of letters – our next flash contest theme is ‘Typography Fun’! We’re challenging you to explore the creative intersection of 3D printing and typography. Whether you’re designing monograms, customizable signs, innovative alphabet models, or perhaps even a tool to aid in hand lettering, we want to see it all! Your design can be a decorative piece, a practical tool, or anything else that uniquely combines typography and 3D printing. A valid entry is any 3D model that prominently features or supports the creation of typography. We can’t wait to see how you’ll bring letters to life in this contest! This is your chance to redefine what typography can be in the 3D printing world.

[image: Ornate Letter M Monogram by Art G]

Ornate Letter M Monogram by Art G

Embrace the power of words and submit your design by the deadline!

Contest Page & Winners

76. Tape Organizers and Dispensers

Starting June 23, 2023, Ending July 02, 2023 23:59 UTC.

Entries from June 16, 2023 to July 02, 2023 23:59 UTC.

Get set to roll – the newest theme for our flash contest is ‘Tape Organizers and Dispensers’! Tapes are an indispensable tool, whether you’re crafting, working on a DIY project, or simply packaging a gift. They help us fix, mark, seal, and create, but managing them can sometimes get a bit…sticky. This is where your design skills shine! We’re looking for innovative 3D printed solutions that can help store, organize, and dispense various types of tape. Imagine a desk organizer that neatly stores your washi tapes or a dispenser that makes it easy to pull and cut your packing tape. A valid entry is a design that can efficiently store and dispense at least one type of tape. We’re excited to see how you’ll transform the everyday tape experience with your designs!

[image: Tape Dispenser, Multi-size/Modular by Miguel M. ]Tape Dispenser, Multi-size/Modular by Miguel M.


Think outside the tape box and submit your design by June 2!

Contest Page & Winners

75. Clamp-On Items

Starting June 16, 2023 Ending June 25, 2023 23:59 UTC.

Entries from June 09, 2023 to June 25, 2023 23:59 UTC.

Time to grip the opportunity – the latest theme for our flash contest is ‘Clamp-On Items’!  Today, we’re not just seeking any old clamp-on design – we want to see how you can enhance their functionality using the power of 3D printing! We’re looking for practical, creative, and functional designs that can latch onto your desk, workbench, or any suitable surface in your home, office, or workshop. You might think of a clamp-on headphone holder, a tool organizer, a lamp mount, or even a phone stand. A valid entry is a design that can be securely clamped onto a surface and offers an additional function, be it organization, support, or convenience, while still being safe to use. We can’t wait to see how you’ll bring innovation and convenience to the humble clamp in this contest!

[image: Clamp on cupholder by roofuskit]

Clamp-on cupholder by roofuskit

Grip the challenge, create something useful, and submit your entry by June 25.

Contest Page & Winners

74. Quick Flexi

Starting June 09, 2023 Ending June 18, 2023 23:59 UTC.

Entries from June 02, 2023 to June 18, 2023 23:59 UTC.

Get ready to flex your designing skills – the newest theme for our flash contest is ‘Quick Flexis’! We’re challenging you to bring your own unique creature to life, complete with flexible joints that can dance in your hands. You’re probably familiar with the waving tentacles of the famous octopus or the dinosaur with a swishing tail, but what about creating your own little creature? This contest isn’t just about crafting a model that’s fun to play with – we’re also seeking designs that are relatively quick to print. After all, there’s nothing quite like the thrill of watching your creations come to life! A valid entry is a 3D model with multiple joints, making it flexible and interactive, and should not exceed a printing time of 5 hours. We can’t wait to see the playful and imaginative flexis you’ll bring to this contest!

[image: Günther the flexi Stegosaurus print in place articulated dinosaur by AndreasJoskaSutanto]Günther the flexi Stegosaurus print in place articulated dinosaur by AndreasJoskaSutanto


Flex those design muscles, think fast, and submit your entry by the deadline!

Contest Page & Winners

73. Alternative Jar Lids

Starting June 02, 2023 Ending June 11, 2023 23:59 UTC.

Entries from May 26, 2023 to June 11, 2023 23:59 UTC.

Jars are a household essential, storing everything from our favorite jams to nifty spare parts. But what if we could elevate their functionality or aesthetic appeal? The next theme for our flash contest is ‘Alternative Jar Lids’! Consider a lid that’s more than just a seal, but a functional tool. Picture a lid that doubles as a measuring cup, or one that’s designed to make the jar easier to use. Perhaps it’s a lid with a built-in tool holder, or one that keeps your ingredients fresher for longer. This is your chance to redefine what a jar lid can be with the help of your 3D printer. A valid entry is a lid that fits a standard jar of any kind and enhances its functionality or look, or ideally, both. We’re excited to see how you’ll revolutionize the practical jar lid in this contest!

[image: Weck jar hinged lid - salt or sugar cellar by mkosiedowski]Weck jar hinged lid – salt or sugar cellar by mkosiedowski


Think beyond the twist-off and submit your design by June 11!

Contest Page & Winners

 

72. Ring Holders

Starting May 16, 2023 Ending June 04, 2023 23:59 UTC.

Entries from May 19, 2023 to June 04, 2023 23:59 UTC.

Get set to dazzle – the latest theme for our flash contest is ‘Ring Holders’! Imagine a miniature dragon guarding your precious rings, or a castle, its towers offering perfect perches for your favorite pieces of jewelry. How about a tree branches gracefully curve to hold your rings, or something more simple and practical? This is your opportunity to transform the everyday ring holder into a tiny universe of fantasy with the help of your 3D printer. A valid entry is a stand that can hold at least one ring and will keep your jewelry safe when you’re not wearing it. The ring(s) should also be easily accessible for everyday wear. We can’t wait to see the unique and playful ring holders you’ll craft for this contest!

[image: Model by falangy, print and pohoto by Daniel K.]Model by falangy, print and pohoto by Daniel K.


Think outside the jewelry box and submit your design by June 04!

Contest Page & Winners

71. Organic Supports

Starting May 19, 2023 Ending May 28, 2023 23:59 UTC.

Entries from May 11, 2023 to May 28, 2023 23:59 UTC.

It’s been a while since we introduced organic supports in PrusaSlicer 2.6.0. This new feature not only streamlines the printing and post-processing experience but also saves you some filament and additionally, there’s a certain satisfying aesthetic to it all. But what if these organic supports, winding around your model, became an integral part of it? What if, instead of being removed, they added to the aesthetic or functional appeal of your creation? This intriguing idea, initially proposed by Joel Telling, is the focus of our upcoming flash contest! We’re eager to see what you can come up with using this clever feature of PrusaSlicer! Whether it’s a 3D printed forest, magical tentacles, a unique support system, or a purely abstract piece, the choice is yours. A valid entry is one that incorporates organic supports as an integral part of the model, regardless of the quantity used. We can’t wait to see where your imagination will take us!

[image: Organic Support Tree - model by Cqeye, photo and print by netsrot]Organic Support Tree – model by Cqeye, photo and print by netsrot


Submit your organic creation before May 28!

Contest Page & Winners

70. Building Blocks

Starting May 12, 2023 Ending May 21, 2023 23:59 UTC.

Entries from May 04, 2023 to May 21, 2023 23:59 UTC.

A new Flash Contest is upon us, and this time, we’re diving into the world of 3D printable building blocks! We want you to design your own, interlocking building blocks that can be printed and assembled for endless fun and imaginative play. Your entry should include a set of parts that can be connected together (or with other parts) in various ways, allowing for a multitude of construction possibilities. Think beyond the traditional block shapes and consider incorporating unique connectors, functional elements, or eye-catching patterns to make your designs stand out. 

[image: Display Area Building Blocks by 3Demon]Display Area Building Blocks by 3Demon


Don’t miss this chance to impress all the builders and submit your entries by May 21!

Contest Page & Winners

69. Tissue Box Covers

Starting May 05, 2023 Ending May 14, 2023 23:59 UTC.

Entries from April 28, 2023 to May 14, 2023 23:59 UTC.

Another round of the Flash Contest is here, and this time, the spotlight is on a household essential we often overlook – tissue box covers. We’re inviting you to showcase your innovative designs and turn this everyday item into a conversation starter! Let’s create a unique, functional, and eye-catching tissue box cover that elevates the ordinary. Whether it’s a minimalist design, an intricate pattern, or a whimsical creation, we want to see your take on this common item. A valid entry should be able to hold a box of tissues commonly available in stores and be convenient to use. We can’t wait to see your inventive tissue box cover designs, regardless of whether the base is square, rectangular, oval, or round.

[image: Tissue Box Covers by 9 Devmiser]Tissue Box Covers by 9 Devmiser


Don’t miss this chance to transform a mundane object into a work of art. Submit your entries by May 14th.

Contest Page & Winners

68. Retro Game Boy Accessories

Starting April 28, 2023 Ending May 07, 2023 23:59 UTC.

Entries from April 21, 2023 to May 07, 2023 23:59 UTC.

Are you a fan of the classic Game Boy and the retro gaming experience it provides? Then our latest flash contest is just the right opportunity you need to express your love for nostalgia! This time around, we’re challenging you to create 3D printed accessories for the Game Boy that are practical or just super cool. From protective cases and screen covers to custom buttons and stands, we want to see how you can take your retro gaming experience to the next level with your designing skills. Whether you’re a fan of iconic games like Super Mario, The Legend of Zelda, or Tetris, or simply want to create something unique and playful, this contest is the perfect opportunity to feel the retro vibes once again.  

[image: Gameboy Advance Consolizer Customizable Case by kwigbo]Game Boy Advance Consolizer Customizable Case by kwigbo


So, dust off your Game Boy and enter the contest before May 7th! 

Contest Page & Winners

67. Models with Magnets

Starting April 21, 2023 Ending April 30, 2023 23:59 UTC.

Entries from April 14, 2023 to April 30, 2023 23:59 UTC.

Are you into exploring new possibilities in materials and design? If so, our latest flash contest is perfect for you! This time, we challenge you to create 3D models that incorporate magnets of any size in a functional or creative way. Whether it’s a toy, a gadget, or a piece of art to decorate your home (excluding fridge magnets, which we have had some time ago), we want to see how you can use magnets to take your design to the next level. This contest is the perfect opportunity to let your imagination run wild and have some fun in the process.  The winning design will be selected based on its overall creativity and functionality, so don’t hold back!

[image: Magnetic Gear by povsky]Magnetic Gear by povsky


Let’s see how you can harness the power of magnets – don´t forget to submit your design by April 30! 

Contest Page & Winners

66. Stroller accessories 

Starting April 14, 2023 Ending April 23, 2023 23:59 UTC.

Entries from April 07, 2023 to April 23, 2023 23:59 UTC.

Calling all 3D printing enthusiasts who are parents, grandparents, or simply love to design accessories. Our latest flash contest theme is all about creating 3D printed stroller accessories that are both practical and stylish. From storage solutions and sun shades to bottle holders and phone mounts, we want to see what you can come up with. We’re looking for functional designs that can make strolling with your baby more comfortable and convenient. The winning design will be chosen based on its overall design and functionality no matter the stroller brand. Just make sure to mention what type of stroller is compatible with your design. So fire up your 3D printers and let’s see what you can create! 

[image: Self-leveling cup holder for TFK stroller by phi.gl]Self-leveling cup holder for TFK stroller by phi.gl


Be prepared for the wild ride and submit your entry before the contest ends!

Contest Page

65. Bookends

Starting April 07, 2023 Ending April 16, 2023 23:59 UTC.

Entries from March 31, 2023 to April 16, 2023 23:59 UTC.

Attention all bookworms and literary nerds! This week’s 3D printing competition is all about creating the ultimate bookends for your personal library. Whether you prefer classic novels, modern bestsellers, or 3D printing manuals your books deserve the best support possible. So, put on your thinking caps and get ready to design some bookends that will have your books standing tall and proud. We’re looking for designs that are both functional and visually appealing, so feel free to incorporate your favorite bookish puns and nerdy references. Let your imagination run wild, but please keep in mind that all entries must be able to securely hold books and be compatible with standard bookshelf sizes. May the best bookends win!

[image: Game of Thrones Bookends by Celta]Game of Thrones Bookends by Celta


Don’t forget to bookmark the competition and submit your entries before April 16.

Contest Page

64. Dog ID Tags

Starting March 31, 2023 Ending April 09, 2023 23:59 UTC

Entries from March 24, 2023 to April 09, 2023 23:59 UTC

We started the month with making toys for the feline members of our family and we are ending it with something for the dogs in our lives. This week’s challenge is dog ID tags. Making sure your dog has proper identification is a great way to make sure they find their way back home if they ever become lost. The classic designs of circles and bones are great, but we think you all have the skills and imagination to come up with something cooler. All tags must have a hole in them or another way that they attach to a dogs collar. They should also be sized appropriately for a dog to wear without getting in the way.

[image: ]

Don’t leave this one hanging, get your entry in by April 9th.

Contest Page

63. Dice Storage

Starting March 24, 2023 Ending April 02, 2023 23:59 UTC

Entries from March 17, 2023 to April 02, 2023 23:59 UTC

Dungeons & Dragons has soared to new popularity, gone are the days of the game only being played by outcasts and now major movie stars stream their campaigns. You can’t play a good game of D&D though without a good set of dice and when you find your lucky set you need to protect them. This week we are excited to see your takes on items to store your dice. This is a great opportunity to really go beyond basic boxes and embellish your carrier like your best dungeon master embellished the story of your favorite campaign. All entries should be able to carry multiple dice securely and should preferably accommodate dice with different numbers of sides.

[image: ]

Roll for initiative and intelligence then get your entries in by April 2nd.

Contest Page

62. Trophies and Awards

Starting March 17, 2023 Ending March 26, 2023 23:59 UTC

Entries from March 10, 2023 to March 26, 2023 23:59 UTC

Congratulations, you’ve made it to Friday, this deserves an award! This week, we want you to design trophies and awards for any occasion that calls for physical recognition of accomplishment. The new text tool in Prusa Slicer 2.6 will make it easy for end users to modify your designs for any occasion. While we would love to see classic designs for trophies, plaques, and other types of awards, feel free to use some imagination to create a unique design (FIFA and the Super Bowl don’t just use a standard cup after all). We know how hard it will be for some of you to resist with this one, but please keep the NSFW awards for your own personal usage.

[image: ]

If you have an idea for an award worthy of an award, get your entry in by March 26th.

Contest Page

61. 45 Record Adapters

Starting March 10, 2023 Ending March 19, 2023 23:59 UTC

Entries from March 03, 2023 to March 19, 2023 23:59 UTC

Through the years, there have been numerous formats for consuming music that have come and gone. Our digital age has mostly stamped out physical media such as CDs, but some of us still enjoy the art of the packaging of an album and this has brought one medium back from the dead, the vinyl record. Records come in various formats but the two most popular are 12 inch which run at 33 1/3 RPM and 7 inch which run at 45 rpm. 45s often have a larger hole in the center that needs an adapter to be be played on a standard record player and these adapters can be a great place to have some design fun. This week’s flash contest is your chance to show off some of your musical taste by creating your own 45 adapter. 45 adapters must be 1.5 inches around with a 9/32 inch hole in the center to work so all valid entries must conform to that size. Please leave the NSFW entries in your own private collection but other than that, let’s see your best ideas for this classic piece of music memorabilia.

[image: ]

Don’t let your ideas spin in your head for too long, get your entries in by the 19th.

Contest Page

60. Tea Organizers

Starting March 03, 2023 Ending March 12, 2023 23:59 UTC

Entries from February 24, 2023 to March 12, 2023 23:59 UTC

After water, tea is the second most popular beverage in the world. With so many varieties and flavors available, it’s easy to find yourself with kitchen drawers and cabinets full of random half-full boxes of tea bags that you have to dig through to find what you are after. Let’s help our fellow makers out of this predicament this week by designing organizers to keep those bags at bay. Since tea comes in many different forms and not all of it is bagged (some might even argue that bagged tea is blasphemous), we don’t expect entries to only work for tea bags but if you design a storage solution not for tea bags, please ensure you supply photos showing how it properly stores the type of tea it is designed for. All valid entries must be designed specifically for storing tea and should not be NSFW models.

[image: ]

If you have an idea for a design that suits this contest to a T, get your entries in by the 12th.

Contest Page

59. Cat Toys

Starting February 24, 2023 Ending March 05, 2023 23:59 UTC

Entries from February 17, 2023 to March 05, 2023 23:59 UTC

We make lots of toys for kids of all ages on our 3D printers, but the humans in our homes are not the only ones who can get in on the 3D printing fun, let’s make some toys for our cats! Our feline masters can be awful picky when it comes to what they will and won’t play with so keep their needs in mind when designing your entry. While we know our cats believe they are smarter than us, they are not always the best at making safe decisions so please make sure your entries will not be a choking hazard or have sharp bits that might cause an injury during future play time (or when you eventually step on it after your cat sets up a trap for you). Valid entries should be designed specifically as toys for cats and as mentioned last week, let’s skip the NSFW entries.

[image: ]Print in Place – Pet-Puzzle / Cat-Toy / Food dispenser by SunShine


If the purrrrrfect design comes to you, get your entry in by March 5th.

Contest Page

58. Chopstick Stands

Starting February 17, 2023 Ending February 26, 2023 23:59 UTC

Entries from February 10, 2023 to February 26, 2023 23:59 UTC

Since the beginning of the desktop 3D printing revolution, there has been an ongoing debate about if 3D-printed objects are safe for food contact. While we like to play it safe by limiting food contact around here, that doesn’t mean that 3D-printed objects can’t be used in other ways around our kitchens and dining tables. We think that chopstick stands are a great example of a safe application, they are also something that you can have a lot of fun with when it comes to style. So this week, let’s see what you can do designing chopstick stands. Valid entries should be specifically designed for lifting the ends of chopsticks from a table when they are set down during a meal. Random objects that could hold up chopsticks but are not purpose-made for this are not valid entries. Finally, we know a couple of you have found it funny adding some NSFW models to the competitions that really don’t fit the brief well. From now on, let’s try to keep things PG to help keep things more inclusive for the community. There are teachers who use the platform, they shouldn’t have to worry about their students running into content that would get them in trouble if they browse the contest entries.

[image: ]Mini Folding Stand by Stamos


We hope you can come up with an idea that sticks before the 26th.

Contest Page

57. Keycaps

Starting February 10, 2023 Ending February 19, 2023 23:59 UTC

Entries from Februar 03, 2023 to February 19, 2023 23:59 UTC

Our keyboards are a major part of our daily lives and how we interact with the virtual world we spend so much of our time in. Why settle for just a boring standard interface when we can make it our own? Mechanical keyboards with replaceable keycaps keep growing in popularity. This week, we want to see your custom keycaps to create the keyboard of your dreams. These can look any way you want and be marked in any way you want but they must be able to attach to some form of a keyboard and all entries should list what keyboard or type of keys they are designed to work with such as the popular Cherry MX series.

[image: ]Pac-Man Cherry MX Keycaps by 3DPrintSOS


If you have an idea that has clicked with you get your entry to us by the 19th.

Contest Page

56. 2023 Valentine’s Day

Starting February 03, 2023 Ending February 12, 2023 23:59 UTC

Entries from January 27, 2023 to February 12, 2023 23:59 UTC

Whether you are feeling romance in the air or just the cold chill of winter, it’s February which means it’s time for every greeting card company’s favorite holiday, Valentine’s Day. Why not show those that you love how much you really care by making them something with your magic 3D printing powers and skip the cards, flowers, and chocolate (okay maybe not the chocolate, it’s delicious)? This week’s contest should help to that end as we challenge you all to create Valentine’s Day-themed models. If you are looking for inspiration for what kind of models would qualify, take a glance over at last year’s Valentine’s contest winners.

[image: ]Mechanical Heart Lock by P-atix


If you fall in love with a winning idea, get your entries in by February 12th.

Contest Page

55. Toy Cars

Starting January 27, 2023 Ending February 05, 2023 23:59 UTC

Entries from January 20, 2023 to February 05, 2023 23:59 UTC

Many of us have fond childhood memories full of Matchbox, Hot Wheels, Micro Machines, and Tonka Trucks. We collected these toys and dreamed of the future when we would drive off in a real version of our favorites. Let’s revisit those childhood days this week by designing our very own toy cars! We would like you to create toy cars, trucks, vans, and motorcycles for this week’s contest. These can either be versions of existing vehicles or your own original creation. Remember these are toys so they should at least roll but the more fun you can have with them the better.

[image: ]Gzumwalt Dual Mode Windup Car Remix by liftbag


If you think you have what it takes to roll across the finish line of this competition claiming the checkered flag, get your entry in by February 5th.

Contest Page

54. Catch All Trays

Starting January 20, 2023 Ending January 29, 2023 23:59 UTC

Entries from January 13, 2023 to January 29, 2023 23:59 UTC

No one enjoys starting their days searching the entire house for their keys, wallet, or other necessary items to get on with their day. Let’s make some catch-all trays (also known as valets or EDC trays) this week to help our fellow makers avoid this problem. While keeping things organized is important, let’s work on the aesthetics of this one to have some classy trays you wouldn’t mind sitting beside your front door or beside your bed. All valid entries should be purpose-made for holding items normally found in an average person’s pockets, please don’t submit soap dishes, candy bowls, or figurines, keep it on topic.

[image: ]Nightstand EDC Tray by alexberkowitz


If you’ve caught a good idea, get it turned in by the 29th.

Contest Page

53. Celebration Decorations

Starting January 13, 2023 Ending January 22, 2023 23:59 UTC

Entries from January 06, 2023 to January 22, 2023 23:59 UTC

This is our 53rd weekly contest, a full year of Flash contests. Let’s celebrate with a contest all about celebrating. This week we would love to see designs that help us show our joy on special days like birthdays and anniversaries. Cake toppers, decorations, party hats, and any other items you would use to commemorate a special occasion are all acceptable entries (did someone say piñata). Remember, only entries that match the theme may be entered in the contest, spamming our contests with invalid entries isn’t a path to success.

The entire Prusa team would like to thank all of you who have entered our flash contests thus far. It’s been an amazing year thanks to all of you and we are super excited to kick off our second year of these rapid-fire contests.

[image: ]KUMATY : Polar Bear “Happy Birthday” Pack by takman29


If you know how to party, then put your cards on the table while you’re still able and get your entry in by the 22nd.

Contest Page

52. Business Card Holders

Starting January 06, 2023 Ending January 15, 2023 23:59 UTC

Entries from December 30, 2022 to January 15, 2023 23:59 UTC

Many ways that we do business, like the fax machine have gone the way of the dodo but somehow the business card manages to hang on. This week, let’s see if we can’t find ways to make business cards a little more fun with how we carry and display them. All entries must in some way hold multiple business cards at a time. Please only enter valid models to the contest, entries of models that do not fit will not win you a prize by accident, they will simply make a mess of the contests for the entire community.

[image: ]Stackable Business Card Holder by S.Kay


If you can get the job done by the 15th, you have a shot so don’t wait to get your entry in.
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51. Eyeglass Holders

Starting December 30, 2022 Ending January 8, 2023 23:59 UTC

Entries from December 23, 2022 to January 8, 2023 23:59 UTC

We all know someone, a friend, coworker, loved one, maybe even ourselves who is constantly asking “have you seen my glasses?” This week let’s try to help that problem a little bit by giving them a place to put them. Our competition this time around is for eyeglass storage. Cases, clips, stands, and any other way to keep your glasses safe and secure are all fair game. Valid entries must be able to effectively hold a pair of glasses.

[image: ]Moai Eyeglass Holder – Remix by Thimira


If you have a clear vision of a model that can win this competition, get it submitted by January 8th.
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50. Tessellating Tiles

Starting December 23, 2022 Ending January 1, 2023 23:59 UTC

Entries from December 16, 2022 to January 1, 2023 23:59 UTC

With many of us off for the holidays, we thought this week we would give you a bit trickier of a project. For our 50th flash contest, we are challenging you all to make tessellating tiles. Tessellations are repeating patterns of all the same shape that interlock with each other with no gaps. The artist MC Escher was famous for his tessellation art and hopefully some of his work can inspire you. Don’t worry if you have never made a tessellation before, there are lots of videos available showing how to make it work. All valid entries must be more than basic shapes, triangles, squares, pentagons, hexagons, and other basic shapes will not count. We look forward to seeing what kind of patterns you all come up with.

[image: ]Escher lizards by Matthijz98


Don’t get lost in a maze of ideas and let the clock run out on this one, get your entries in by January 1st.
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49. Bookmarks

Starting December 16, 2022 Ending December 25, 2022 23:59 UTC

Entries from December 09, 2022 to December 25, 2022 23:59 UTC

Just because we can create tall 3D prints doesn’t mean we have to and just because we are into technology doesn’t mean we don’t love a good old-fashioned book. This week let’s combine new school and old school and make some bookmarks. All entries this week must be able to fit into the pages of a physical book to keep your place. Any section that comes out of the book though you can go wild designing.

[image: ]Harry Potter Bookmark by Archipel


This contest goes into the books on Christmas so submit your entry before Santa comes to visit.
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48. Cookie Cutters

Starting December 09, 2022 Ending December 18, 2022 23:59 UTC

Entries from December 02, 2022 to December 18, 2022 23:59 UTC

It’s cookie time! This time of year, many of us get a healthy (or perhaps unhealthy) dose of cookies. While 3D printing for food applications can be questionable, cookie cutters remain a popular application of 3D printing. This week we are hoping to increase the options for your cookie shapes. While we are deep into the holiday season, this contest doesn’t require that the cookie cutters have a holiday theme but all valid entries must be able to cut a shape or emboss a pattern into cookie dough. Good luck and we apologize to your diet.

[image: ]Tessellation Cookie Cutters by Daniel Josvai


If you think you have what it takes to make the cut, get your entry in by December 18th.
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47. LED Diffusers

Starting December 02, 2022 Ending December 11, 2022 23:59 UTC

Entries from November 25, 2022 to December 11, 2022 23:59 UTC

It’s hard to find a maker who doesn’t get overly excited about the glow of an LED. We turn them into displays, accent light our projects, and sometimes create enough panic to shut down a major city. While we don’t want you to create any bomb squares, we would love to see some LED fun out of you with custom LED diffusers. These can be diffusers for LED panels or LED strips but we would especially love to see some basic single LED diffusers made with just a LED, your print, and a button cell battery. All valid entries must house at least one LED with the light shining through the print, they cannot simply just hold the LED. With many of us entering the time of year with long winter nights, this is a great time to brighten your fellow makers days.

[image: ]PAC-MAN’s Ghosts by tksgeo


If you have a bright idea to win this one, get your entries in by December 11th.
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46. Measurement Devices

Starting November 25, 2022 Ending December 4, 2022 23:59 UTC

Entries from November 18, 2022 to December 4, 2022 23:59 UTC

Our lives are full of things we need to measure, our coffee grounds, laundry soap, screws, and project parts are all just a small sampling. Sometimes the tools we have at our disposal are not optimal for the task. Thankfully we own 3D printers and have design skills to solve this issue. This week the challenge is all about measurement devices. Entries can measure anything you like and don’t have to measure a specific type of object (a tool that measures round objects is great, a tool that specifically measures oranges is fine too, a bowl that just holds oranges is not a valid entry). This should be a fun one with lots of opportunities for interesting tools, we can’t wait to see what you come up with.

[image: ]Lego Ruler by NIRACreationz


If you think you have an idea that measures up to the task, enter by December 4th.
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45. Thanksgiving and Fall

Starting November 18, 2022 Ending November 27, 2022 23:59 UTC

Entries from November 11, 2022 to November 27, 2022 23:59 UTC

In the Northern Hemisphere, the temperatures and the leaves are falling and here in the United States, we are getting ready for Thanksgiving next week. While the stores are all already decked out for Christmas, we are not forgetting how much fun it is to decorate our homes to celebrate that fall harvest holidays. So this week, let’s see your turkeys, leaves, cornucopias, or other symbols you use to celebrate this popular time of the year. While we expect most of these entries to be purely decretive, it would be great to see some fall themed items with functions like napkin rings or food  labels for your family feast.

[image: ]Autumn Leaf Earrings #1 by Jannes V


Don’t be a turkey and get your entry in by November 27th.
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44. Bobbleheads

Starting November 11, 2022 Ending November 20, 2022 23:59 UTC

Entries from November 4, 2022 to November 20, 2022 23:59 UTC

A few months ago, we talked about having a bobblehead contest on PrusaLive after I showed off one of 3D Printy’s  models. Well, here we are it’s finally time for us to see what kind of bobbleheads you have in you! Don’t worry though, you won’t need to run out and find the right spring or design your own. 3D Printy has released all the parts you need from his basic stands and springs to his parametric springs and even a negative volume to make it super easy to subtract that part from your model to make room and the connection for your spring. You can download this negative volume model from the templates section of his Emoji Bobbleheads model. Oh and to make it even better, 3D Printy is going to help us judging this contest too. So this one is easy, all valid entries must be working bobbleheads, you don’t have to use 3D Printy’s springs but we suggest you do unless you have a much better solution.

[image: ]

If you have a good idea for an entry to this contest rattling around in your head, get it submitted by the 20th for a chance to win.
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43. Remote Holders

Starting November 4, 2022 Ending November 13, 2022 23:59 UTC

Entries from October 28, 2022 to November 13, 2022 23:59 UTC

One of the universal problems of our current way of living is there are just too many remotes. Our TVs, streaming systems, audio systems, lights, HVAC, and a myriad of other devices all have their own remote. All those remotes also have a tendency to disappear like an assistant in a Vegas magic act. Let’s try to wrangle those remotes this week with our latest contest. We are challenging you to create holders for all of your remotes. They can be units to hold multiple generic remotes or ones to just hold a single remote. We would love to see some ingenious takes on this. See the example below. Valid entries must be able to hold at least one remote.

[image: ]Single Remote Caddy remixed by Platonicsolid


Get your ideas under control and entered before the 13th for a chance to win.
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42. Cabinet Knobs

Starting October 28, 2022 Ending November 6, 2022 23:59 UTC

Entries from October 21, 2022 to November 6, 2022 23:59 UTC

Our workshops, bedrooms, kitchens, and bathrooms all have drawers in them and too often they are adorned with boring knobs with no real character. This is a great opportunity to put our modeling and 3D printing skills to work. This week we want you to create cabinet knobs, drawer handles, and drawer pulls. They can attach in any way you choose but should be able to attach securely (designs with planned bolt holes will be looked at more favorably than a design with just a flat back meant to be glued in place). If you need some inspiration, go out to your local home design store, and check out their walls of handles then go home and make something even cooler, we think this crowd can do better!

[image: ]

You only have a week too pull off your entry to this contest so get your knob submitted by November 6th.
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41. Halloween

Starting October 1, 2022 Ending October 31, 2022 23:59 UTC

It’s that time of year again, for many of us everything is turning a little extra spooky around us. You’ve probably already seen an influx of pumpkins, monsters, and ghouls on your Printables feed. Halloween is here and for those of you waiting for our annual contest, wait no longer. This week, we want to see all your creations fit for the Adams Family house. Ghosts, zombies, spiders, bats, black cats, gravestones, vampires, werewolves, and all your otherworldly favorites are all fair game. Beyond just simple decorations, we would love to see more costume-related items too. Now we know lots of you have already started posting your Halloween creations to Printables and you might be bummed hearing that we are just now launching the contest, don’t worry, for this one we are allowing any applicable designs from the entire month of October to be entered so go back and update your models! Oh yeah and since Halloween is the Monday after the contest would usually end, we are giving you an extra day on this one.

[image: ]

Don’t let this contest scare you away, submit your entry by October 31st for a chance to win.
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40. Repairs

Starting October 14, 2022 Ending October 23, 2022 23:59 UTC

One of the superpowers of owning a 3D printer is the ability to fix things rather than throw them away. This Saturday is International Repair Day, so our contest this week will celebrate our ability to put our skills to use keeping our possessions out of landfills and fully functioning. All the entries this week must be repairs to broken things. We of course ask that you don’t go breaking your possessions but instead look around for something you own that might need a repair. Also please do not post any potentially dangerous repairs such as home AC plugs. While this won’t affect the contest, we would love to see your previous repairs using your printer posted to social media on Saturday so feel free to tag us if you post any.

[image: ]

If you have a fix on an idea for this contest, get it submitted by Sunday the 23rd for your chance to win.
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39. Lack Hacks

Starting October 07, 2022 Ending October 16, 2022 23:59 UTC

The Ikea Lack table became popular in the Prusa community as an easy way to create an enclosure for your printer. The low cost of the Lack while still being a decent sized table makes it a great platform to hack on, and hack on it we will! For this contest, we want to see you create connectors, shelves, brackets, leg extenders, or any other kind of mods you think will make the Ikea Lack table more useful or just plain cooler. Valid entries must be designed around the Lack table, not just any side table.

[image: ]IKEA LACK TABLE LEG HACK_WIRE by Dominik Císař


Don’t table your ideas for another day get them in before October 16th.
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38. Vases

Starting September 30, 2022 Ending October 9, 2022 23:59 UTC

Vase mode prints have been made popular for their usefulness along with their speed in printing. Watching them quickly grow off the build platform makes them fun live demo prints also. The thing is, they offer a lot of options when it comes to design complexity. A simple vase can be made with merely a cylinder, you could even design a basic vase in PrusaSlicer without the need of any CAD package. More complicated designs though can create stunning results that are sure to impress. For this challenge, we want to see your vases printed in vase mode. Printing in vase mode means the models should all be solid when designed and able to be printed with a single outer wall and no solid top layers to produce the empty volume of the vase. While there are lots of other ways to produce vases, for this contest, we only want vase mode designs.

[image: ]

If you have an idea for a vase that will amaze, get it in by Sunday October 9th.
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37. Wedding Decorations

Starting September 23, 2022 Ending October 2, 2022 23:59 UTC

This week’s contest is rather special. One of our users reached out to us and asked if we could do a flash contest around wedding decorations to help them get ideas for their wedding. We thought about all the times we have seen friends use their 3D printers to help celebrate important life moments and thought this would be a great contest idea. So this week, it’s all about tying the knot. We would like to see cake toppers, table markers, ring boxes, favors, and any other kind of wedding themed items. There is lots of great inspiration out there if you are looking for ideas. Let’s make Pinterest explode with this one!

[image: ]Just Married Cake Topper by HEN3DRIK


If this contest has you feeling engaged, get your entry in by October 2nd.
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36. Pegboard Accessories

Starting September 16, 2022 Ending September 25, 2022 23:59 UTC

You can find pegboards in workshops worldwide, holding our tools mostly on various sizes of metal pegs. 3D printing though allows us to make even better storage solutions for our tools that are still compatible with these popular wall-mounted grids of holes. You all have created plenty of amazing pegboard accessories for some of our other contests but we think there is still more great designs out there yet to be created. This week we want to coax some of those out of you all with our pegboard accessories theme. We aren’t looking for generic hooks here, we are hoping to see some unique solutions that still work with standard pegboards.

[image: ]Pegboard system hangers by David Warboss


If you think you have this contest pegged, get your entry into us by the 25th.
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35. Keychain Tools

Starting September 9, 2022 Ending September 18, 2022 23:59 UTC

Keychains are a fun way to show off the things that you love, but they also tend to get in the way, taking up too much space in our pockets or bags. If they are going to inhabit these spaces, they should also serve a purpose. On the other hand, a useful tool that is easily accessed is well worth some added pocket room. This week, let’s mix the two! We are challenging you to create keychain tools. We already have a few wrenches, bit drivers, phone stands, whistles, and other useful creations but we think there is room for more. All entries must be able to be attached to a keyring and must have another purpose beyond organizing or decorating your keys.

[image: ]Multi purpose caliper keychain in less than 50 minutes by 3D Prof


This contest ends on the 18th so put your tools to work and get your entry in.

Contest Page

34. Marble Mazes

Starting September 2, 2022 Ending September 11, 2022 23:59 UTC

There are all kinds of puzzles that can be made with the help of 3D printing but one of the most fun are marble mazes. Sure, it’s easy enough to make a basic marble maze from wood or even carboard but 3D printing makes creating more complicated even 3D  mazes easy enough to create. This week, we challenge you to create a marble maze of your own. All entries must have a ball of some form that travels through some kind of maze and must have a final solution (no trick mazes that are impossible to solve to drive us all mad). The ball is up to you, a ball bearing, glass marble, or even something larger are all acceptable.

[image: ]Snap-Together Marble Maze by ericman314


This contest will be rolling out on September 11th, so get your entry in right away.
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33. Filament Sample Swatches

Starting August 26, 2022 Ending September 4, 2022 23:59 UTC

Whether you run into us at an event where we have samples, sign up for a service like the Alien box, swap filament with friends, or just have a serious filament addiction (no judgment here, we understand), it’s easy to find yourself with dozens if not hundreds of filaments in your collection. Keeping track of all the different colors and materials can be tricky. Some people print models like Benchies but these take up a lot of space. Small swatches take up less filament and less time to print but the key is how do you store them to keep them organized and how do you mark them to know what is what? This week, finding the solution to these two problems is your challenge. We want you to design the perfect swatch for tracking all of our filament libraries. All entries must be quick prints but most importantly, they must be easy to organize and easy to label. If you can find a way to make them fun with those limits, all the better.

[image: ]Filament Swatch by Mildly_Admirable


Don’t just sample this challenge, dive in and get your entry to us by September 4th.
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32. Knife Holders

Starting August 19, 2022 Ending August 28, 2022 23:59 UTC

Properly caring for your tools is important to keeping them in peak operating condition. This means regular maintenance to your 3D printer in your workshop but also mean proper storage of your knives in your kitchen. This week we are challenging you to create a knife holder to keep your fingers safe and your blades from getting dinged up. Remember this is about storing knives, we don’t want to see handles or scales for existing blades. Your holder can be for a single knife or multiple knives, it’s up to you. This is going to be a contest that is either won with really creative practicality or a super clever aesthetic (or who knows with you lot, maybe both). I should also say, I’m not a fan of knife blocks that are hard to clean if any kitchen mess gets in them, I’ll be keeping an eye on this when picking our winners.

[image: ]Knife Holder by Dombi3D


If you think you’ve got a sharp idea for a design, get your entry to us by the 28th.
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31. Sealable Boxes

Starting August 12, 2022 Ending August 21, 2022 23:59 UTC

If you spend enough time in the 3D printing hobby you will acquire a lot of little bits and bobs from various printers. Keeping them all organized and secure can be a challenge. We have had lots of organizational contests but many of them result in drawers and open top boxes. Those won’t fly for this contest though, this week we challenge you to create boxes that securely shut. We want to see snap lids, hinges with clasps, screw tops, and lock boxes. Your box can be any size or hold any type of object but it must have a secured lid.

[image: ]

We will be putting the lid on this project on Sunday the 21st so get your entry in before it’s too late.
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30. AirTag Accessories

Starting August 5, 2022 Ending August 14, 2022 23:59 UTC

They say big things come in small packages and Apple is attempting to prove it with their AirTag devices. These small coin sized devices use the network created by ubiquity of iPhones to track anything they are attached to, your luggage, your bike, your pet, are all easy to find if they have an AirTag attached. So this week, we want you to make holders and accessories to better attach AirTags to anything you may want to track (please use this power responsibly). Don’t worry if you don’t already have an AirTag, there is already a sample model here on Printables. All qualifying models must somehow hold an Apple AirTag, other than that, it’s up to you.

[image: ]AirTag Lock – Print in Place by Cisco


If you think you can track down a winning idea, be sure to get your entry in by Sunday August 14th.
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29. Sharpie Mods

Starting July 29, 2022 Ending August 7, 2022 23:59 UTC

Some brands capture a market so well that their name becomes synonymous with the entire market of that product; Kleenex, Band-aid, or for permanent markers, Sharpie. This week our challenge to you is to create mods and accessories for the ever ubiquitous Sharpie permanent marker. While we will still accept simple holders and stands, if you want to win we suggest finding more creative solutions. All winning entries must use a Sharpie marker in them. Sharpies come in all different sizes, shapes, and point styles though and any of those are acceptable for this challenge.

[image: ]Sharpie Fine Point Plotter Adapter by beardicus


Like all of our flash contests, this one will be gone quickly so make your mark on it by August 7th before it’s too late.
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28. Battery Boxes

Starting July 22, 2022 Ending July 31, 2022 23:59 UTC

Storing batteries properly is essential to keeping them in good shape so they are ready to use and to prevent mishaps (have you ever nearly caught your office on fire with an errant 9v battery, we have). Of course, most of the time, the boxes your batteries come in are better suited for marketing than they are for not taking up too much space in your battery drawer. This week, let’s tidy up our batteries by making boxes to better store them. Your entry can be designed to hold any standard battery size but must store them safely so they cannot accidentally discharge. The form factor is up to you, be it a wall mount, a drawer organizer, or any other form.

[image: ]AAA Battery Holder Different Sizes by Extrutim


If this contest gets you charged up, be sure to get your entry in by the last day of the month because this one will be over when August joins us.
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27. Wallets

Starting July 15, 2022 Ending July 24, 2022 23:59 UTC

A few weeks ago I saw a tweet from someone talking about getting one of those fancy slim wallets that you can’t escape ads for if you are browsing social media. I suggested to him that he print a wallet instead and while browsing some of the awesome wallets on Printables, I thought this would be a great theme for a flash contest. So this week the contest theme is wallets. All qualifying entries must be able to hold at least 5 credit card sized cards securely, any additional features you add are just a bonus to help edge you towards the winning spot. Functionality of course shouldn’t be the only consideration here too, a wallet should sit comfortably in your pocket and be able to withstand some abuse. It will also help if your entry is stylish looking!

[image: ]Maker Wallet by Agustin “Flowalistik” Arroyo


You have until the 24th to get your entry in on this one so get your entry in your pocket before it’s too late.
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26. LCD Knobs

Starting July 8, 2022 Ending July 17, 2022 23:59 UTC

One of the more fun aspects of owning an open source 3D printer is how easy it is to customize it and make it your own. You may have recently seen the special edition printer we released to commemorate our 10th anniversary and that we donated to the Sanjay Foundation to be auctioned off. While we won’t be going that over the top this week, our theme is a pretty simple printer modification that can be an easy way to add some personality or better ergonomics to your printer, the LCD knob. While we don’t expect all of you to have one of our printers, all valid entries must be for a knob that goes on either a 3D printer or fits the same rotary encoder found on the standard RepRap LCD control panels.

[image: ]Gummy Knob for Prusa MK3 by DJK


If you are dialed into this contest, be sure to get your entry in by Sunday the 17th of July.
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25. Bag Clips

Starting July 1, 2022 Ending July 10, 2022 23:59 UTC

Food waste is a big problem, it fills our landfills and wastes resources that could be put to better use. Let’s reduce our food waste by making sure we keep our food bags closed and the contents of them nice and fresh. We have lots of bag clips on Printables, one even won our Quick Prints competition but we think there is still room for some great ideas. For this week’s challenge, you must create a print that will keep a food storage bag closed. This could be fairly general or you could target the packaging of your favorite snack specifically. We love some of these that have print-in-place mechanisms to keep things sealed tight but we also love designs that have some whimsy to them. Either way, we look forward to seeing what you come up with.

[image: ]Bag Clip (PRINT IN PLACE CAM) by Andrei


Don’t let your ideas get stale, submit your design by Sunday July 10th.
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24. Fidget Toys

Starting June 24, 2022 Ending July 03, 2022 23:59 UTC

A few years ago, the 3D printing community blew up with everyone using their printers to make fidget spinners. Since then, we have seen lots of different types of fidget toys but none of them have caught on in quite the same way. Let’s see if we can make lightening strike twice! This week the theme is Fidget Toys. You’re probably not going to win with just a basic fidget spinner, we want to see a fidget toy that is entertaining and unique. Take a look at some of the other great fidgets already on Printables.

[image: ]Fidget Toggle Switch by kriswillcode


Don’t twiddle your thumbs waiting for this contest to end, get your entries in by July 3rd.
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23. Coasters

Starting June 17, 2022 Ending June 26, 2022 23:59 UTC

With the temperatures rising and the humidity increasing, nothing is more refreshing than an icy cold beverage. Of course nothing is also as bad for our furniture as the rings left behind by the sweating glass caused by all of that hot humid air condensing on the side of our glasses. Let’s put our design skills and machines to work to make sure no piece of furniture needs to suffer this ringed fate.

This week our theme is Coasters. All entries must be large enough to hold a glass and prevent it from making contact with the surface of a table. Why stop at a basic coaster though, we can do better, as a bonus why not consider how to collect and manage the water that is rolling off the side of the glass being held. Of course aesthetics are important here too, no one wants an ugly coaster on their nice piece of furniture.

[image: ]Roller Coaster Coaster by Dehapro


You have 9 days before this contest coasts by. Get your entry in by June 26th.
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22. Plant Pots

Starting June 10, 2022 Ending June 19, 2022 23:59 UTC

While many of us are enjoying the green out doors this time of year, it’s never a bad time to bring some green into our homes too. This week we are going after a very popular item for 3D printing, plant pots. We have hundreds of pots on Printables already but with such a huge range of possibilities for designs, it never hurts to have more. Of course with so many pots out there and such a basic set of requirements, the winners are going to need to bring something special this week. We think you all have it in you, let’s see what you’ve got!

[image: ]Succulent Plant Pot / Planter “Arnold” by thudbuzz


This contest will be growing until June 19th, get you entries in before that for a chance to win.
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21. Name Tags

Starting June 3, 2022 Ending June 12, 2022 23:59 UTC

As we all are slowly coming out of our pandemic induced isolation,  we are starting to return to events in the real world where we get a chance to meet face to face. The lack of zoom titles can create some awkward situations where we can’t remember the name of the person you just met (or haven’t seen in years). Let’s help each other out by creating some super cool name badges that beat the “Hello My Name Is” stickers we have all known for years. This is a great chance to try out the Auto Color Change feature of PrusaSlicer to add more dimension to your name tag. All valid entries must either contain a name (a list of common names would be great) or a space where a user can easily add their own name either printed, with a sticker, or hand written. This challenge would also be a great time to brush up on your OpenSCAD or other parametric modeling software to make it easy for users to add their own names.

[image: ]Tiger Name Tag by Stefan


If this contest feels like it has your name on it, get your entries in by June 12th.
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20. Refrigerator Magnets

Starting May 27, 2022 Ending June 5, 2022 23:59 UTC

The front and sides of our refrigerators are our art galleries, our place to put the things we don’t want to forget, and the pages of our most poetic works. My refrigerator is packed with magnets picked up at the destinations of my travels. Refrigerator magnets can be functional and ornamental and often both at the same time. We want to see what kind of magnets you want to put on your refrigerator (there is already a great marble track that could use some additions on Printables). All entries must contain space for a magnet large enough to support the print and preferably to hold something to a refrigerator.

[image: ]Fish Refrigerator Magnet by kennyd1gital


This contest won’t stick around forever, get your entries in by June 5th to have a chance to win.
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19. Soap Dishes

Starting May 20, 2022 Ending May 29, 2022 23:59 UTC

Being able to create our own home goods with our printers is one of the best parts of owning a 3D printer. Instead of running out and buying one of the few overpriced options your local stores have to offer, you can print your own items that fit your color and style desires. This week we are going to help up the options for a 3D printing favorite in the home goods category, soap dishes. Your entry in this contest should hold a bar of soap and hopefully provide some drainage options to keep the soap in good condition (no one likes a slimy bar of soap). Since this is a pretty easy design as far as function goes, we are really going to be looking at the design aesthetic on this one to pick the winner.

[image: ]Soap Dish – Soap Holder by Matthew_Ghost


Don’t wash out of this contest, get your entry in by May 29th for a chance to win.
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18. Last Meter

Starting May 13, 2022 Ending May 22, 2022 23:59 UTC

This is another one from our Sustainability team. It’s a shame to waste plastic, not only is it a valuable resource, it has an environmental impact. When we get down to those last few meters of plastic on our spools though, it can be hard to find a good use for them. So this week, let’s find some good uses!

This contest is all about small and useful prints that use as little filament as possible. Valid entries must be something useful and must be under 5 meters of filament, the less the better. To help us judge the entries, we also ask that you upload gcode on this one so we can easily see how much material is used.

[image: ]Arrow Paper Clip By Jack


Don’t wait till the last minute to get your entry in, you have until May 22nd.

Contest Page

17. Pen Cups

Starting May 6, 2022 Ending May 15, 2022 23:59 UTC

I have to admit, this one comes from personal need, I have way too many pens, pencils, markers, small tools, and other assorted things that I jam into vase mode prints around the house. and while prints designed as vases often work, there can be drawbacks from prints designed for flowers when storing pens.  So this week, help me put my pens away by designing “cups” to hold them. Vase mode prints are great for speed but it would be also great to see designs that take a more interesting shot at the problem.

[image: ]Helical Gear Pen Holder by Larry Guo


Don’t write off this contest, get your entry in by Sunday the 15th for your chance to win.

Contest Page

16. Motor Visualizers

Starting Apr 29, 2022 Ending May 8, 2022 23:59 UTC

There are all kinds of mods for printers, some make them easier to use, some just make them prettier. One of the most popular that lives largely in the later category is motor visualizers. As the motors on your printer turn, magnets attached to motor shafts turn parts on the visualizers with corresponding magnets attached too. While there are some great visualizers already on Printables, we think the coolest ones have yet to be created and this week’s contest is your chance to prove us right. Qualifying entries must contain an element that moves in sync with any motor on your printer without causing any kind of issues with the motor’s primary function.

[image: ]Extruder Visualizer by GerryPB


This is our last contest in April with all entries due in by May 8th.

Contest Page

15. Game Tokens

Starting Apr 22, 2022 Ending May 1, 2022 23:59 UTC

We all love to play games and some of our game contests in the past have been very successful. Of course with flash contests we try to keep things a bit more focused and whether you are trying to collect all the railroads or settle some foreign lands, you need tokens, but maybe a boot just doesn’t represent you. In this challenge we want you to create your own versions of the tokens and pieces of your favorite games. Please don’t release the entire game of any copyrighted games but we think additional tokens, pieces, and accessories are fair game.

[image: ]Monopoly House and Hotel by Zwackelmann


April won’t be around much longer and this contest ends May 1st so don’t wait to show us a new piece to your favorite game.

Contest Page

14. Phone and Tablet Stands

Starting Apr 15, 2022 Ending Apr 24, 2022 23:59 UTC

From the kitchen counter, a desk, a nightstand, or numerous other places, sometimes it’s useful to prop up your phone on a stand. I’ve been known to employ various objects for this task when I didn’t have a real stand at hand. Now’s your chance to make sure none of us have to improvise another way to hold our phones in place. This week, create phone and tablet stands for your chance to win Prusameters. There are lots of phone and tablet stands already on Printables so we are really hoping you find some creative solutions for this one.

[image: ]Phone Holder by Xanoy


Don’t stand around waiting to get your entry in, this contest ends on April 24th.

Contest Page

13. Easter Decorations

Starting Apr 8, 2022 Ending Apr 17, 2022 23:59 UTC

Spring is here and with it comes one of the more popular holidays on Printables, Easter. This week it’s all about cute as we challenge you to create your best eggs, bunnies, flowers, and other spring and Easter themed designs. The decorative potential of eggs alone should give you all plenty of opportunities to create something super fun for this one.

[image: ]Easter BunnyEgg Hanging By Veronika


You’ve got until Easter Sunday for this one so hop on it and get your entries in!

Contest Page

12. Pranks, Tricks, Gags, and Jokes

Starting Apr 1, 2022 Ending Apr 10, 2022 23:59 UTC

It’s April 1st so what better time to show a little humor with your prints. We want to see your best jokes, gags, tricks, and pranks as entries in this week’s contest. Novelty shops have had years of selling us fake poo’s and trick boxes, now it’s your turn to dig up your inner prankster, so let’s see what you’ve got.

[image: ]Unsolvable Riddle – 10 Agorot by IBM


Don’t be a fool, get your entry in by April 10th!

Contest Page

11. Nozzle Holders

Starting Mar 25, 2022 Ending Apr 3, 2022 23:59 UTC

There are lots of reasons to have a supply of extra nozzles handy. You may want to change sizes to adjust how your print turns out, you may have specialty nozzles for specific types of materials, or you may just need to replace a worn-out nozzle from time time time. New hotends like those featured in our upcoming Nextruder or the E3D Revo system will make nozzle changes a breeze in the future increasing the likelihood that users will want to swap nozzles from time to time. All these extra nozzles need a place to live so they don’t get lost. We’ve seen some really creative and useful nozzle storage systems in the past but there is always room for something new.

For this contest, all designs must hold at least one 3D printer nozzle in a reasonably effective and useful way (please don’t submit just an empty box that the nozzle would rattle around in or something like that). We don’t care what brand of nozzles or for what hotends the nozzles are compatible with. We would love to see designs that attach to printers, label what nozzles go where, or have other useful features, let’s see what you all come up with!

[image: ]Prusa Nozzle Box by ncsandor


This contest ends on April 3rd so get those nozzles hot and your designs submitted.

Contest Page

10. Upcycling PET Bottles

Starting Mar 18, 2022 Ending Mar 27, 2022 23:59 UTC

One of the criticisms often placed on 3D printing is that it is contributing to the amount of plastic waste in the world, but what if we could use it to create less plastic waste? Recycling obviously helps make plastics more sustainable but sometimes, recycling can be less carbon-friendly than we would like for it to be so instead of recycling, why don’t we try upcycling! Upcycling is the process of reusing items in a way they were not necessarily intended for that gives them a new life rather than going into the trash or being sent off to be recycled.  We previously had a Prusament Spool Upcycling contest but this time we are going after a far more ubiquitous plastic waste source, PET bottles. We would like to see you create a print that helps you re-use a water, soda, or other plastic drink bottle in a new and useful way. Your entry doesn’t have to contain the whole bottle but must include a print and at least part of a plastic bottle.

[image: ]PRUSAMENT Soda Bottle Bird Feeder


As always, you have 9 days to get your entries in for this contest so don’t wait.

Contest Page



9. Wall Hooks

Starting Mar 11, 2022 Ending Mar 20, 2022 23:59 UTC

Our Picture Frames flash contest is about to wrap up so, of course, we need ways to get our frames (and other things) on our walls. This week we challenge you to create wall hooks to hold anything you need to your walls. I personally have a wall leading into the basement of my house that is my “measurement station” with hooks to hold a meter stick, a set of calipers, and a bin for a tape measure. It’s really nice to not hunt for these things when my family needs them. So what will you hang on your walls when this contest is complete?

We don’t care if it’s with screws, nails, double-sided tape, glue, or other adhesives but to be a valid entry in this contest the model must attach to your wall. The entry must also be able to support another item, not simply be a decoration.

[image: ]HangWateva (adhesive hook) by Daniel Useriu


If this contest hooks your attention, be sure to get your entry in by March 20th, 2022.

Contest Page

8. Picture Frames

Starting Mar 4, 2022 Ending Mar 13, 2022 23:59 UTC

In our digital age, many things have been replaced by technology but despite many attempts, digital picture frames have not really caught on. To view our memories, we still love good old-fashioned physical media so we need picture frames. Sure you can go to any of your favorite big box stores and pick up a frame but we are makers, we want to be able to print the things we need from the comfort of our own homes. For this competition, you can design your picture frame in any size or shape that you wish but it must be able to hold a photo, painting, or other similar art. We will even accept digital picture frames, maybe you can change our minds on the medium!

[image: Puzzle Photo Frame Modular by SilvaMan]Puzzle Photo Frame Modular by SilvaMan


Entries are do by March 13 so don’t hang around waiting or this one might pass you by.

Contest Page & Winners

7. Toothbrush Holders

Starting Feb 25, 2022 Ending Mar 6, 2022 23:59 UTC

It wasn’t all that long ago that all toothbrushes were generally the same size and shape and it was easy enough to just toss them in a cup with a few holes in the top to store them by the sink. Now, that’s far from the case. Handles have become more ergonomic, no longer rectangular and electric toothbrushes come in all kinds of shapes and sizes to handle their batteries. Of course, when you have a 3D printer, making a holder that fits your needs perfectly is an easy job. With this flash contest, we want to see your toothbrush holders. It would be great if these designs also serve other functions, holding other items but to qualify at a minimum they must hold a toothbrush.

[image: Bathroom Arranger by Elsa]Bathroom Arranger by Elsa


Contest Page & Winners

6. Bottle Openers

Starting Feb 18, 2022 Ending Feb 27, 2022 23:59 UTC

It didn’t take long after desktop 3D printing began and users started sharing their designs with each other for a bottle opener to appear and we have seen tons of variations since but that doesn’t mean there isn’t room for new and unique takes on this tool. Be it a cap lifter or a cap turner, if it can help you open a bottle without resorting to the often furniture or teeth damaging tricks we have all seen in the past, we want to see it in this competition.

[image: ]

Contest Page & Winners

5. Rings

Starting Feb 11, 2022 Ending Feb 20, 2022 23:59 UTC

Tuning into the news the past week, it’s been hard to miss the talk of competitions and while our printers may not print in gold, silver, and bronze, you won’t want to let the opportunity skate by to win this week’s flash contest making some rings of your own. 3D printing is increasingly being used in the jewelry industry, especially using resin printers to create high quality models that can be molded and cast in precious metals. For this rings competition, we want to see it all, rings intended to just be worn in plastic and models that could be cast if desired, so long as they can fit on a finger (or a toe) they are perfect.

[image: ]

Contest Page & Winners

4. Valentines

Starting Feb 4, 2022 Ending Feb 13, 2022 23:59 UTC

It’s that time of the year, love is in the air as Valentine’s day is right around the corner. The theme for this week’s flash contest is you guessed it, Valentines. It’s time to break out your Ms. Pink and Lipstick Red Prusament and make all the cutesy creations you can stand. Let’s see those hearts, cupids, bows, and roses! We don’t really care what the items is or does this time so long as it’s brimming with love. We know this is a week early for actual Valentine’s day but we wanted to give you a chance to print some of the contest entries for your special someone.

[image: Googly Eyes Hearts by PanamaRed]Googly Eyes Hearts by PanamaRed


All entries must be submitted to the contest by February 13th. Have fun and good luck dealing with all that pink!

Contest Page & Winners



3. Pens and Pencils

Starting Jan 28, 2022 Ending Feb 6, 2022 23:59 UTC

From quills to roller balls, we have found an incredible variety of ways to make writing instruments over the years, now’s your chance to make one too. This contest is all about Pens and Pencils, we don’t want holders or other accessories, we want the actual bodies of the pens and pencils for this one. The wood turning crowd has been making fancy DIY pens and pencils for years and woodworking supply shops and of course Amazon are full of fancy kits for turning your own pens on a lathe and these can be used with 3D prints to make pens that would be impossible to create on a lathe. Of course we are not going to require you use a fancy kit for this competition if you don’t want, pop open a Bic pen and use the ink cartridge from it if you would like but to have a valid entry for this competition, it has to write.

[image: 3D Printed Slimline Pens by Dsk001]3D Printed Slimline Pens by Dsk001


If you are a regular watcher of PrusaLive, you will have seen the master of 3D printed pens DSK001 on the show and might be worried that he will be entering the contest and would be hard to beat. Don’t worry, I thought about this and instead he is going to be a guest judge, helping us pick out the best pen you all create! All entries must be in by February 6th, we can’t wait to see what you come up with.

Contest Page & Winners

2. Cable Organizers

Starting Jan 21, 2022 Ending Jan 30, 2022 23:59 UTC

Wow, you really blew us away with your response to the first flash contest and we are ready to launch the second theme. Our modern lives have turned into a collection of cables. I’m willing to bet all of you have a drawer or box (or many of both) in your home that is a mess of cables from old phones, computer peripherals, and various gadgets. Sure, we’ve seen plenty of printable cable wraps and clamps designs, but hey, I think we need more.

[image: Power Brick / Wall Wart Cord Wrap by rfinnie]Power Brick / Wall Wart Cord Wrap by rfinnie


Contest Page & Winners

1. Clothes Buttons

Starting Jan 18, 2022 Ending Jan 27th, 2022 23:59 UTC

We aren’t waiting for Friday for this first contest, we are kicking it off today! Our good friend Pooch creator of the RepBox posted a picture on twitter recently of fixing his pants with a 3D printed button. This sparked a conversation about how a couple of us had fixed our clothes with printed buttons and how we needed more on Printables. This all eventually led me to the entire idea of the Flash Contests so it only felt right that it would be our first theme.

[image: Hex Button by Stout Fay]Hex Button by Stout Fay


Contest Page & Winners

Create shirt buttons, pants buttons, jacket toggles. Make them round, square, or crazy interesting shapes, surprise us with what a button can be. This contest will close on Wednesday January 27th 2022.

Judging Criteria

	Overall quality of the model.
	Printability – whether the model has an optimal orientation, whether it is divided into multiple parts so it can be printed more easily (without supports) etc.
	Originality – If you create something truly unique, it will be rated better than a slightly altered existing model.
	Popularity – Share your model to increase its popularity, prove that users appreciate such a model.
	Your other works – In case we can’t decide between two favorite designs, we often check your other models to see what you can do.
	Assembly instructions – if your model consists of multiple parts, we check how easy it is to assemble the final product.


How to participate?

It’s easy to participate in this competition. Just follow these simple instructions.

	Design and create a model or improve an already existing one (“remix”) so that the result fits the theme of this contest. The model has to be printable on an FFF/FDM or SLA 3D printer (any manufacturer and model). This also means that you don’t need to own a 3D printer in order to participate. When creating the model, keep in mind the pros and cons of various types of 3D printing technologies and what can and can’t be actually done.
	Upload the model to Printables.com and make sure it contains:
	Model in .3MF or .STL file format (print files are optional)
	Photo or render of the model (ideally both)
	Model description



	Add the model to the contest. You will find the new competition button next to your name on the print’s page after you publish your print. Click the Compete medal and select the contest for name that matches the flash contest you are entering.


Of course, you can share your model on social networks (Facebook, Instagram, Twitter, Pinterest,…) and don’t forget to add the #Printables hashtag. This can help increase the popularity of the model.

Terms and conditions

	You can submit up to 5 unique models to the competition and increase your chances of winning.
	Models submitted to the contest must be models uploaded to Printables during each flash contest window.
	The entry must contain at least one printed part and must include all models required to complete the project.
	By entering the contest, you agree to keep your model posted to Printables for a minimum of one year. The Prusa team reserves the right to repost your design if it is removed before the end of that year.
	You must be the original creator of the model and photos you upload, please no reposting other people’s models from other sites.
	We reserve the right to terminate the competition or change the conditions of the competition at any time. In case of violation of the terms and conditions or an attempted fraud, the competitor will be disqualified.
	Results are at the judges’ discretion and all results are final.
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			91 Replies to “Flash Contests Theme: Geometric Wall Art”		


			
				
				
			[image: ]			Celta says:		

		
		
			January 19, 2022 at 16:32		


		Good idea for contests! Regarding the blog post being updated for every contest, I would love to have one every time since I mainly follow updates via Feedly/RSS.


		

				

					
				
				
			[image: ]			MattStultz says:		

		
		
			February 16, 2022 at 05:09		


		We are considering how we can streamline it, thanks for your feedback.


		

				

					
				
				
			[image: ]			imhavoc says:		

		
		
			March 4, 2022 at 19:28		


		Because the Flash contests are just appended to an old entry, these never show up in my feed. 45 days ago as of today, this story shows up in the Prusa Printers RSS feed. I was wondering why I rarely see updates on Prusa Printers.


		

				

				



	
				
				
			[image: ]			wafflecart says:		

		
		
			February 21, 2022 at 07:05		


		Good idea, at the minute it’s very hard to find the current contests from the front page. Having every one separate would make it easier and less clutter than with every competition in one post.

Then to see the judging criteria, how to participate and terms etc you have to scroll way down the page and I think a lot of people miss it or don’t read it.


		

				

				



	
				
				
			[image: ]			MojoRuns says:		

		
		
			January 19, 2022 at 19:37		


		Great idea.  I hope you still do the longer/more complex contests too.


		

				

					
				
				
			[image: ]			MattStultz says:		

		
		
			February 16, 2022 at 05:10		


		Oh we are for sure. Check out our current transportation contest.


		

				

				



	
				
				
			[image: ]			Repkord says:		

		
		
			January 19, 2022 at 23:45		


		Glad to see I’m not the only one experiencing pants with missing buttons! 😉 Can’t wait to see what everyone comes up with here.


		

				

				
	
				
				
			[image: ]			Stout Fay says:		

		
		
			January 22, 2022 at 00:58		


		Excited to see my print as the cover to the competition! Could I request you credit the designer when you use their images to promote a competition and link to the print page?


		

				

					
				
				
			[image: ]			MattStultz says:		

		
		
			February 16, 2022 at 05:10		


		Done!


		

				

				



	
				
				
			[image: ]			Warc says:		

		
		
			January 22, 2022 at 20:42		


		Argh,

My cable holder can’t be eligible to this contest …

https://www.prusaprinters.org/prints/116052-cable-holder

Sadly my printer is out of use … i won’t be able to submit a v2.


		

				

				
	
				
				
			[image: ]			Laver says:		

		
		
			February 5, 2022 at 06:51		


		What is the prize? It seems to have gotten list in the refresh.


		

				

					
				
				
			[image: ]			MattStultz says:		

		
		
			February 16, 2022 at 05:10		


		Fixed, it’s 400 PrusaMeters.


		

				

				



	
				
				
			[image: ]			za says:		

		
		
			February 7, 2022 at 10:43		


		Once a design is submitted to a competition, is it still possible to correct the text or add some info? I forgot some details for my pen, but I am not sure what happens if I edit it. Does it get removed from the competition?


		

				

					
				
				
			[image: ]			MattStultz says:		

		
		
			February 16, 2022 at 05:11		


		Nope, feel free to edit as you need.


		

				

				



	
				
				
			[image: ]			Philip Puttifer says:		

		
		
			February 14, 2022 at 12:39		


		Hello,

I am told by some downloaded stl model that there is an update of firmware to 3.10.1 and that I should install it. The last time I tried to install an update, it failed, and to rectify the fault generated by it I had to return my printer to Prusa for what turned out to be a very expensive repair. Is there a way to install the software without having to repeat a return? Or should I ignore the message? From Philip.


		

				

					
				
				
			[image: ]			MattStultz says:		

		
		
			February 16, 2022 at 05:15		


		It’s best to ask these question via our Forums or preferably by contacting support via chat, it’s easy for us to miss them on a blog post like this. If your printer has been fixed, you should be able to upgrade the firmware without any issues. If you do have an issue, contacting support is your best option.


		

				

				



	
				
				
			[image: ]			Jdep says:		

		
		
			March 21, 2022 at 16:44		


		Thank you very much.

Do you plan on releasing it at the beginning of Q3 (i.e. July), or the end (i.e. Sept)?


		

				

				
	
				
				
			[image: ]			luisharp says:		

		
		
			March 27, 2022 at 10:46		


		Wow


		

				

				
	
				
				
			[image: ]			Maju says:		

		
		
			March 30, 2022 at 16:21		


		Copyright issues in Wallhook contest. Please resolve:

https://www.printables.com/model/152592-honeycomb-storage-wall

Was published on 20.3.2022, received place, was featured, lots of attention

https://www.printables.com/model/150787-not-just-a-wall-hook

I released my design on 15.3.2022, got ignored. (5 days earlier)

Nice job 👍 please resolve. 

Really makes fun to participate, but not when things like this are overlooked and desings only judged based on downloads/views/makes.


		

				

				
	
				
				
			[image: ]			Dedoper says:		

		
		
			April 5, 2022 at 00:13		


		I like the competitions to post a design and check several times a day to see what’s new posted.

Something strange struck me today at the ‘PET Bottle Upcyclin’ competition.

This morning when I looked the judges had picked a different winner than a few hours later when I looked again.


		

				

				
	
				
				
			[image: ]			NicG says:		

		
		
			April 5, 2022 at 12:41		


		Wow! Thanks so much Matt and the rest of the judges (hoping Jo and Mikolas too!). The kids in my class and I are over the moon to have won the PET Bottle Recycling contest. The other models were so amazing so we are thrilled with the result. The kids in my class are dyslexic and this just helps to prove to them that they can imagine and create things that are appreciated around the world on a platform like this – I am super grateful to you and all the people who have downloaded our model.

We are looking forward to ordering some Prusament with our prize but it hasn’t show up yet – hopefully soon? 

Oh and I created a plaque for their classroom to commemorate this moment 🙂 https://www.printables.com/model/162687-contest-winner-plaque

Thanks again!


		

				

				
	
				
				
			[image: ]			Dave Borghuis says:		

		
		
			April 7, 2022 at 14:11		


		I like the flash contest, only wish I have that I can add an already uploaded/existing model to a contest (only once would already make me happy).

Keep up the good works!

Cu, Dave


		

				

				
	
				
				
			[image: ]			Tony Youngblood says:		

		
		
			April 9, 2022 at 01:49		


		“Models submitted to the contest must be new models created during each flash contest window.”

I am seeing many items in the Easter contest that were created before the flash contest window. Does that mean they are automatically disqualified?

I think it would make more sense to allow a creation window two or three weeks before contest start. I was holding off on posting an Easter item because I was afraid there would be an Easter contest, and anything posted before the window is against the rules. But when I saw the contest this week was “Print Tables,” I went ahead and published my Easter design. (There seems to rarely be two contests posted in the same week.) But now there is an Easter contest, and I can’t enter my thing because I published it a few days before it started.


		

				

					
				
				
			[image: ]			Tony Youngblood says:		

		
		
			April 9, 2022 at 20:59		


		I am looking for a reply from Prusa on this if at all possible. I really want to get clarification about the flash upload window.


		

				

					
				
				
			[image: ]			Tony Youngblood says:		

		
		
			April 10, 2022 at 20:16		


		Ok, it looks like the contest posting window is only for the big contests that feature big prizes. Out of curiosity, I tried to post my easter design to the easter contest. I uploaded it a few days before the contest started. When I tried to add it, I got the following popup:

https://imgur.com/a/GaIFLFu

It shows three checkboxes for the current three contests: Print Tables, Easter, and Pranks. It lets me freely add the design to the latter two but not the former. Under Print Tables, it says, “This model cannot be added to the contest. According to the conditions, only models published after 5.4.2022 can be entered.”

So this confirms that the contest window only applies to the big contests Prusa promotes on their blog. This really needs to be made clear in the terms and conditions.


		

				

				






	
				
				
			[image: ]			Anachronist says:		

		
		
			April 15, 2022 at 07:44		


		The contests are a source of frustration to me. Usually I have a design that I think would do well in a contest, but I cannot enter it because I didn’t hold it back and instead I published before the threshold date of the contest.

Some of my designs are also a lot of work and take me far more time to complete them than the duration of the contest, so the contest basically becomes a race, and I’d rather not subject myself to that kind of stress. The recent one about rings for example, just happened to start when I had a design almost ready that had taken MONTHS to get right, so I was able to enter it just a couple days before the deadline. Usually, though, I have previously published something relevant but cannot enter it.

It would be nice if the entry rule was modified to allow older models provided the model hasn’t been previously submitted.


		

				

				
	
				
				
			[image: ]			SewardWilfred says:		

		
		
			May 9, 2022 at 10:07		


		I like the flash contest, only wish I have that I can add an already uploaded/existing model to a contest


		

				

				
	
				
				
			[image: ]			markjohn123123 says:		

		
		
			May 25, 2022 at 22:17		


		https://blog.prusa3d.com/introducing-flash-contests_61600/#comment-25928


		

				

				
	
				
				
			[image: ]			JanetMitchell says:		

		
		
			June 2, 2022 at 11:10		


		Great topic!


		

				

				
	
				
				
			[image: ]			DIY_GUY says:		

		
		
			July 3, 2022 at 20:00		


		May I suggest a theme for a future contest? How about assistive tech for disabled people?


		

				

				
	
				
				
			[image: ]			Netpackrat says:		

		
		
			July 10, 2022 at 19:36		


		On July 6, I posted a model for an LCD knob.  On July 8, an LCD knob contest begins, and I am not allowed to enter my model because it was published on July 6 and not July 7.  What is the purpose of this rule?


		

				

					
				
				
			[image: ]			MattStultz says:		

		
		
			August 9, 2022 at 05:21		


		Because we are looking for new models, not submissions of old models. That being said we are discussing making it so models posted recently can be submitted, of course 1 day makes sense, 1 week I think does too, but does 2 weeks, 1 month?


		

				

				



	
				
				
			[image: ]			strayr says:		

		
		
			July 21, 2022 at 19:15		


		There is a major flaw with this, the top side “bridge” parts are 4mm too long

Joint your cad properly and you find things like this. I spent a few outs thinking I’d built it wonky, a few hours wondering why the parts i was cadding up were wrong and then I goot angry with the model and jointed it properly.

It’s casued by the model being designed to have the lower corners inset using the nice little markers on the parts. The rear bridge is correct. And my pre-cut panels from v1 of this fit. But the side bridge only fit iof you ignore thje alignment tabs.

There will be a fix from me by the end of the day.


		

				

				
	
				
				
			[image: ]			Joe Schoeman says:		

		
		
			July 25, 2022 at 10:24		


		I missed the wallet contest by mere hours! Is there any way to include my wallet design? (. https://www.printables.com/model/247608-flexible-wallet )


		

				

				
	
				
				
			[image: ]			Djk says:		

		
		
			July 25, 2022 at 22:19		


		Thanks for using my “Gummy Knob” As the contest logo. I just saw it, it made my day.


		

				

					
				
				
			[image: ]			MattStultz says:		

		
		
			August 9, 2022 at 05:17		


		Thanks for letting us know, that’s awesome. I love the model it’s adorable.


		

				

				



	
				
				
			[image: ]			sbuerger says:		

		
		
			August 1, 2022 at 13:00		


		Don’t know whether it makes sense to comment here, but it doesn’t seem like there is any other place to talk about contest details…

However, just wanted to note that (for example) in Germany (and german-language countries) nobody knows what a “Sharpie” is. Here the synonym and dominant brand is “Edding”. So don’t wonder why you won’t get much contest participation from this part of Europe…


		

				

				
	
				
				
			[image: ]			Klod Loft says:		

		
		
			August 14, 2022 at 21:04		


		Careful and dedicated completion of the assignment will help you get a good grade. But as a student, it can be difficult for you to work on all the assignments. There is a possibility that you may have difficulty understanding the topic.


		

				

				
	
				
				
			[image: ]			Martin Luter says:		

		
		
			August 15, 2022 at 10:33		


		Good afternoon! Thanks for the informative article.


		

				

				
	
				
				
			[image: ]			beowulf says:		

		
		
			August 17, 2022 at 20:17		


		I am probably the odd ball here.. saying “yay.. ” because I need the time to make room on my CC for the payment. lol. I waited over a year for my GPU.. and my security system/cameras are still 6+ months out.. never in stock. I don’t know how some companies are able to stay in business. I understood what was going on a year ago.. but a year later with Covid largely “under control” (so to speak.. still having outbreaks.. but vaccines, 10 day quarantines, lots of test options, etc.. I would think this would not be nearly as disruptive), I would have thought we would see some semblance of getting back to normal. Then again, stupid wars, lots of people quitting for greener pastures, companies folded, etc.. has affected everything. It’s why we’re seeing a 40% hike in food prices in a year or so. 

The good news is.. we’re all hoping by the time the final product is ready to go to production.. we see vast improvements in firmware, stability, parts being more solid/stable/long lasting, and ultimately hopefully faster yet better prints than what the original idea was going to yield. I’d rather wait another year.. and have that much better of a product than have to buy another one a year later.. especially at the price of the 5 extruder unit. 

Looking forward to one day having a top of the line kick ass 3D printer! 🙂


		

				

				
	
				
				
			[image: ]			Jorg Huth says:		

		
		
			August 18, 2022 at 09:11		


		XL Update

Hello Joseph

well, I’m working in machine building business and Im absolutely aware about the material shortage we face every holy day!

To those who have no idea what dose it means and who may become angry, I want tell that actually there is NO ONE producer of what ever equipment with electronics or other specific materials who is not affected from the actual situation on the world wide market.

Prusa, as a machine building company have ALL interest to bring their products on the market and sell to Customers.

Therefore be patient, wait for the delivery and do not go the the cheap chinese alternatives.

When you will finally print on your new Prusa printer, you will get the correct understanding why waiting longer as expected worth the time spend.

Jo, I wish you guys all the best to find the right solutions.

I will wait even another year if necessary.

I want a 1st class quality printer


		

				

				
	
				
				
			[image: ]			KreepyKoopa says:		

		
		
			August 19, 2022 at 23:02		


		Not sure were to add to the ideas for contest or just to have the community work on something. I was watching this video                                                                                                                      https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nvO_Wr5_uTQ&t=306s

and thought that it would be awesome to have one that uses WASD, I bet the 3d printing community could make some really cool thing with this, but looking there isn’t much and they are not very good. So I bring the idea to the best community the Prusa Community!!

I have been thinking about it a lot and I am just not good enough yet at 3d modeling to pull it off, I hope people have fun and think of cool things.


		

				

				
	
				
				
			[image: ]			Mr. Finley says:		

		
		
			August 29, 2022 at 09:38		


		I ordered everything in June and still waiting for the shipment.

Prusa Team, could you please update your customers what is happening? I would like to know what is the current status of my order and when I will receive it. Originally it supposed to be just 4 weeks of waiting..


		

				

				
	
				
				
			[image: ]			BlauwKeut says:		

		
		
			September 2, 2022 at 18:04		


		Shame you can’t enter models that are already on Printables for a while…

https://www.printables.com/model/147518-filament-swatch-re-remix


		

				

				
	
				
				
			[image: ]			LayerCake says:		

		
		
			September 17, 2022 at 12:47		


		It would be great if we could participate with existing models we made in those contests. I don’t feel like reuploading is the solution here or a remix that changes nothing though I’d hazard a guess there are a bunch of those everytime.


		

				

					
				
				
			[image: ]			Jorker says:		

		
		
			September 28, 2022 at 09:16		


		Hi

Its not true:

The winner of contest Keychain Tools added design on 5.september, updated on 26september that he could add it.

Time frame of contest was September 9, 2022 – September 19, 2022

Terms and conditions:

Models submitted to the contest must be new models created during each flash contest window.


		

				

				



	
				
				
			[image: ]			Stephanie Cervi Design says:		

		
		
			October 22, 2022 at 00:24		


		I’d love to see a chance for older models to be submitted to contests.  I have a lot of designs I’ve done over the years that I’d love to share with the community, but now I’m wondering whether to hold off posting them until a relevant contest pops up.  Personally, that feels a bit counterproductive in a community like this.  Limiting contests to only models uploaded during the active window excludes a lot of very good quality work.  Perhaps two contest series, one for new designs only, and one that allows existing designs to be entered?


		

				

				
	
				
				
			[image: ]			HomeGrown3D says:		

		
		
			January 4, 2023 at 21:49		


		When did printables get rid of the prusameter rewards for ASA filament? That was my favorite 🙁 🙁


		

				

				
	
				
				
			[image: ]			alexberkowitz says:		

		
		
			January 23, 2023 at 23:48		


		So I guess having my model featured as the example for a contest means I’m not allowed to submit it to said contest, then? 😉


		

				

				
	
				
				
			[image: ]			runt says:		

		
		
			February 8, 2023 at 16:13		


		So is it going to compare with voron and bambu labs printers, like as in fast printing with exceptional  results or slow like a snail like any other fdm printer


		

				

				
	
				
				
			[image: ]			DoesJohnPrintDoe says:		

		
		
			February 25, 2023 at 22:13		


		Pleeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeease can we have a flexible / TPU contest!?!?!?


		

				

				
	
				
				
			[image: ]			Sembazuru says:		

		
		
			March 1, 2023 at 19:27		


		I have a great print that my cat’s love to play with, but I’m not sure how to submit it as an entry to the current Cat Toys flash contest. See… This model is my first blob of death that I hold onto as a trophy for passing this rite of passage. Not sure how to model an STL for blobs of death or other failed prints that my cats seem to like to play with.

X-D X-D X-D


		

				

				
	
				
				
			[image: ]			Lacemaker says:		

		
		
			March 10, 2023 at 20:50		


		Looking at the criteria for the record adapter flash contest. It states: 45 adapters must be 1.5 inches around with a .25 inch hole in the center to work so all valid entries must conform to that size. I think you mean the dimensions should have on OD of 1.5 inches with a .25 hole in the center. Please clarify so all entries can conform 🙂


		

				

				
	
				
				
			[image: ]			Tom Anderson (The Real NEO) says:		

		
		
			March 10, 2023 at 22:22		


		The spindle size of .25 is too small to work on many turnatables for the 45 rpm adapter.

The size is .286 is the spindle size

per

http://aardvarkmastering.com/riaa.htm


		

				

				
	
				
				
			[image: ]			yahbluez says:		

		
		
			March 12, 2023 at 11:23		


		In the english version the hole is defined as 9/32 inch while in all other languages the hole is defined as 0.25 inch.

Please adjust so that the entry conditions are the same for all languages.


		

				

				
	
				
				
			[image: ]			Splemsby says:		

		
		
			March 18, 2023 at 00:05		


		Sooo frustrating! I just posted a trophy just  a week before for March Madness and now I can’t enter it into the contest. Unlucky timing.


		

				

				
	
				
				
			[image: ]			imifumei says:		

		
		
			March 29, 2023 at 00:36		


		Hi Matt, I have suggestions for Printables!

In addition to the normal flash contests, it would be interesting to have an annual contest or award. For example a “Good Design Award” for overall good models from all genres from that year. Either in contest form where models are entered, or where judges simply look through models from that year.

Also, it would be nice to have a new categories for “Projects” where 3D printing is used for more than just a simple model, but 3D printing is used as a tool to complete a bigger project with instructions. Like the Guitar, there is so much potential for multidisciplinary projects.


		

				

				
	
				
				
			[image: ]			Richard Morris says:		

		
		
			April 4, 2023 at 10:21		


		Can you enter the contest if you are using a ender 5 pro machine?


		

				

					
				
				
			[image: ]			Veronika Hrušková says:		

		
		
			April 19, 2023 at 14:02		


		Hello Richard, you are most welcome to participate! Flash contests are for every maker no matter the machine. 🙂


		

				

				



	
				
				
			[image: ]			Luca Bartoli says:		

		
		
			April 28, 2023 at 13:19		


		So, basically the winners of the stroller accessories contest are almost all the clones of the exact reference of the contest image. Weren’t overall quality and originality a main judging criterias?

Good for them, really, but probably I misunderstood the purpose of these contests


		

				

				
	
				
				
			[image: ]			Filar3D says:		

		
		
			May 29, 2023 at 14:19		


		What about Perimeter? Like “John’s Perimeter”

The members would be named Supporters

And I would call the Tiers Layers instead. “Layer 1” “Layer 2″…….”Top Layer”

I think thats a solid idea XD


		

				

				
	
				
				
			[image: ]			sui77 says:		

		
		
			June 20, 2023 at 12:39		


		I sound like a bad loser, but I don’t care tbh, because my frustration level is so damn high. May I suggest you google entries before rating them? I’ve wasted two days just to see a (slightly altered but) yet another Nutella lock – as seen 6x before on thingiverse, 3x on cults3d, even already 2x here at printables, not to mention “Chocloc” is available as a commercial product and technically it’s not even a jar lid – getting the badge that I really, really wanted so hard. Don’t be surprised if people increasingly start not putting much effort into their entries but just post lame but popular copycats as soon as the contests are announced. 😕


		

				

					
				
				
			[image: ]			Stephen says:		

		
		
			June 26, 2023 at 22:51		


		They did make it print in place but I have to agree on that one, not sure how the judging is done but could be done a little better. Possibly by community vote once they announce the top few, however that could be abused with fake accounts.


		

				

				
	
				
				
			[image: ]			Veronika Hrušková says:		

		
		
			June 27, 2023 at 22:06		


		Hi sui77, We do our best to ensure all contest entries are evaluated fairly, and originality is a huge part of that. Your point about checking for similar designs is well-taken, and we’ll certainly consider it for future contests. We recognized your great work on the ‘Alternative Jar Lid’ design and we’re glad that it won a prize. Your effort didn’t go unnoticed! 🙂 Also, your first Candy Dispenser model is fantastic and we’re aware of its well-deserved popularity. We hope you’ll continue to take part in our contests. Keep up the great work! Cheers, Veronika!


		

				

					
				
				
			[image: ]			sui77 says:		

		
		
			June 28, 2023 at 15:45		


		Hi Veronika, thanks for your response, I really appreciate it. Cheers 🙂


		

				

				






	
				
				
			[image: ]			SM Zaidi says:		

		
		
			July 1, 2023 at 23:06		


		Discover a world of innovative tech accessories and gadgets with WiWU Pakistan. As a leading provider of high-quality products, WiWUPK offers a diverse range of accessories designed to enhance your digital experience.

WiWU Pakistan specializes in creating functional and stylish accessories for smartphones, tablets, laptops, and more. From sleek laptop bags and protective cases to efficient charging solutions and ergonomic peripherals, WiWUPK has you covered.

With a strong commitment to quality, WiWU Pakistan ensures that each product is crafted with precision and attention to detail. Their products are not only aesthetically pleasing but also built to withstand the rigors of everyday use.

Whether you’re a student, a professional, or a tech enthusiast, WiWU Pakistan has something for everyone. Elevate your tech lifestyle with their reliable and innovative accessories that seamlessly integrate into your digital world.

Visit WiWUPK today to explore their wide selection of products and take your tech experience to new heights.


		

				

				
	
				
				
			[image: ]			Netpackrat says:		

		
		
			July 5, 2023 at 08:34		


		From the contest description:

“or perhaps even a tool to aid in hand lettering, we want to see it all!”

This is what’s known as a lie.  You don’t want to see it all, you want to see a bunch of crap that was specifically thrown together for the contest, whether it is any good or not.  I’ve got a stamping jig that I designed, and published on Printables, which I think is actually a useful tool.  Unfortunately, I published it back in February.  Because you have an asinine rule disqualifying pre-existing models, it’s not eligible.  This is the second time this has happened with one of my models, and it’s enough to discourage me from publishing anything on the site going forward.  It would be more worthwhile to post my models elsewhere, and only post on Printables when a contest pops up that one happens to be eligible for.

The way things are currently run, what you will mostly get, is a large quantity of hastily produced, garbage models to add to those already cluttering up the site going forward.  Along with a relative handful which are actually decent, from a few people who have the free time to devote to developing something that’s actually good on the compressed timeline of one of the contests.   Judging by past contests, it’s 50/50 which group the winner will belong in.

I’ve entered a Printables contest exactly once.  That model did reasonably well, but I just don’t have the time to do that very often, at least not if I want to do it well.  And when I already have a model published on the site, which meets the contest criteria perfectly, but a stupid rule prevents me from entering it, my motivation for having anything to do with the contests drops to zero.


		

				

					
				
				
			[image: ]			goodjobswe says:		

		
		
			July 7, 2023 at 08:31		


		If I am not mistaken, remakes are allowed so can’t you do a remake of your old model, tweak it a little?


		

				

				
	
				
				
			[image: ]			Henlor says:		

		
		
			July 14, 2023 at 21:17		


		I totally agree with you those rules are perfectible. Those dumb down the contests in my opinion.

One week to come up with a new design or ( a remix 🤮) and up to five designs per user.  That clearly pushes quantity over quality. 

For this specific contest, Typography, that takes a lot of time to produce something interesting, good looking or useful !

I don’t really understand the reasons why “older” designs can’t be submitted for contest. That would be unfair for people who don’t have already a design to submit? Or the Prusa team is afraid to have too much submissions per contest? 🤷

The contests would be much more interesting to me if we could post only 2 designs, one remix and one orignal regardless of the publishing date. And once submitted in a contest you can’t submit it for a nother one. 

And maybe have a teaser of the theme one month in advance would be great too. I keep dreaming 🙈🙉🙊


		

				

				



	
				
				
			[image: ]			Dave Martin says:		

		
		
			July 5, 2023 at 13:44		


		Custom Pizza Boxes with well-designed packaging are a game-changer for pizzerias and customers alike. These boxes not only enhance the visual appeal of the pizza but also ensure its freshness and integrity during delivery. With customizable designs, they serve as a powerful marketing tool, leaving a lasting impression on customers. A slice of perfection!


		

				

				
	
				
				
			[image: ]			line Made says:		

		
		
			July 19, 2023 at 11:50		


		It is extremely beneficial to me. I’m so happy I discovered this article. I learned something new from each of your posts wordle answer today.


		

				

				
	
				
				
			[image: ]			aliya arora says:		

		
		
			August 3, 2023 at 14:46		


		They have their own mobile phones and email addresses making it easy for a client to contact suhagrat kaise manae jaati hai ||

 them at any time.


		

				

				
	
				
				
			[image: ]			Jennifer says:		

		
		
			August 4, 2023 at 12:15		


		Venturing off the beaten path, I’ve encountered hidden gems and unexpected encounters that have enriched my travel experiences. Enjoy More visit write for us travel


		

				

				
	
				
				
			[image: ]			Berlin says:		

		
		
			August 18, 2023 at 12:30		


		It’s valuable information for everyone. I am expecting more details like this.

Remini Mod Apk


		

				

				
	
				
				
			[image: ]			TinyMonster78 says:		

		
		
			August 25, 2023 at 22:34		


		Where do we suggest themes for future contests??


		

				

				
	
				
				
			[image: ]			MaryPot says:		

		
		
			September 2, 2023 at 14:22		


		Finally a contest I have a really good entry for.

Really disappointed that I can’t add a really good remix I made because it was uploaded outside the time frame.

Would it not be more fair to just say that the design can’t be used in any competition before this one? Or just let us share good designs without a time limit on when they were uploaded?


		

				

					
				
				
			[image: ]			vavrena.eu says:		

		
		
			September 14, 2023 at 23:40		


		I am disappointed by this quite short timeframe as well.

Seems I have to abandon this server completely and go to play somewhere else… ;-((


		

				

				



	
				
				
			[image: ]			disneyhub loginvip says:		

		
		
			September 13, 2023 at 14:46		


		Mark, that was a very clear and helpful explanation of tooltips.  When it comes to creating a tooltip in Storyline 3, the hover approach and the mouseover method are both effective options that are not too difficult to implement. disney hub login


		

				

				
	
				
				
			[image: ]			vavrena.eu says:		

		
		
			September 14, 2023 at 23:37		


		You really allow to submit into contests only models which is newer than 14 days (newly uploaded)??

Older models than 14 days is not allowed in any way?


		

				

				
	
				
				
			[image: ]			deleteme says:		

		
		
			September 15, 2023 at 13:35		


		delete my account please thank you


		

				

				
	
				
				
			[image: ]			SusManufactory says:		

		
		
			September 19, 2023 at 12:54		


		Dear printables. We need to talk about design contests.

I wanted to share some thoughts and suggestions regarding the 3D printing platform and how it manages the design competitions it hosts.

As a dedicated designer and contributor to this community, I believe in the platform's potential to foster creativity and collaboration. However, I've noticed a few areas where improvements could enhance the overall experience for both designers and enthusiasts.

I've outlined these points with the aim of contributing to a more transparent, inclusive, and rewarding environment for all. Your attention to these matters would greatly benefit the platform and its vibrant community of creators.

Point #1:

Could you please clarify the criteria used for evaluating designs? Currently, there is no feedback from the judges, and as designers, it would greatly benefit us to understand what makes a design stand out. Sometimes it seems that winning models are chosen arbitrarily and may not align with the design brief or belong to the designer used for promoting the competition (referring to the hair accessories competition). Could you explain the evaluation process, whether it's consistent across all competitions, and how you ensure impartial judging?

Point #2:

It appears there is bias towards accounts with a large following, automatically giving them more likes and downloads, which creates an unfair advantage and may discourage newcomers. I believe that exposure should be generated by the printables themselves and not depend on a designer's follower count.

Point #3:

In design competitions, it would be more logical if the judging criteria focused exclusively on design aspects. Factors such as licensing, popularity, editable source files, showcasing other works, and creating assembly instructions seem unrelated to the design itself and could be excluded from the scoring process.

Point #4:

I've been attempting to reach out to someone at Prusa to discuss these concerns for quite some time without receiving any responses, callbacks, or chat answers. It's important for content creators to have open communication with the platforms they work on. At the very least, I'd appreciate knowing how my designs were scored based on your criteria, such as Quality, Printability, and Originality.

Point #5:

The time restrictions on submitting design files can be challenging for designers like me. It often forces me to hold back on uploading designs until a competition arises, causing missed opportunities. Allowing submissions of previously designed models, regardless of their creation date, could significantly expand portfolios and alleviate concerns about timely revisions, especially for complex designs.

Point #6:

I believe design contests that request the creation of parts or accessories for Prusa printers may not align with the purpose of these competitions. Prusa has dedicated personnel for such tasks, and it might be more appropriate for designers to focus on original creations.

Point #7:

I have concerns about the requirement to keep submitted models on Printables for a year. It would be beneficial for both parties to have a more flexible approach. Can you provide more information about why this commitment is necessary, and whether there's a similar commitment from Prusa?

Point #8:

It would be great to involve the Printables community in the evaluation process for all competitions. Understanding how the community's opinions align with the judges' scores could provide valuable insights and enhance transparency in the competition.

Thank you for taking the time to consider these suggestions.

Best regards,

Pavel


		

				

					
				
				
			[image: ]			caninjpn says:		

		
		
			October 28, 2023 at 16:08		


		+1 on this.

I'm a designer myself and I have put a lot of thought to make my design original, unique, and easy to print and use. But for some reason a generic key holder (Keyper) got second place! It's no different from other existing key holder designs aside from aesthetics so I have to question contest rules on originality. 

It feels the judges got lazy and focused on popularity instead of the diamond in the rough. I'm truly disappointed and I don't see any motivation for me to continue entering these contests and posting my creations here…


		

				

				
	
				
				
			[image: ]			70r71 says:		

		
		
			January 14, 2024 at 16:09		


		Sadly I have to subscribe all points of yours.


		

				

				



	
				
				
			[image: ]			uping1 says:		

		
		
			October 11, 2023 at 16:39		


		When does the "91. Key Tags, Caps & Identifiers" contest end? This blog says October 15 while Printables says it ends in 2 days on October 13. Please correct the end date on Printables! Thanks!


		

				

				
	
				
				
			[image: ]			BP says:		

		
		
			October 19, 2023 at 17:48		


		Was wondering what the eligible window was for the Halloween contest this year. It seems in the past you could not even submit if you were ineligible so when I saw that I was able to submit a design that was posted a while ago, I did. Just wondering if this is against terms and conditions, I don't want them to get taken down for a misleading window. HELP!


		

				

				
	
				
				
			[image: ]			mosselini1 says:		

		
		
			December 20, 2023 at 08:14		


		Hello, I received a notification saying my model was illegible for the “100. Jointed Figures” contest and I was wondering whether I could get some feedback on it to know what didn’t fit. I didn’t participate to win but more to challenge myself so it isn’t a big deal but since it could have repercussions for the future I prefer to ask. After thinking about it more, it was maybe due to the fact that my joints weren’t removable or maybe because it could be seen as a flexi model perhaps? However, none were excluded in my understanding. For the latter it was mentioned it wouldn’t be the focus of the contest but does this mean it isn’t allowed? And for the first does the fact that joints aren’t removable make them not a joint anymore? Or is there another reason?


		

				

				
	
				
				
			[image: ]			Antimaterie says:		

		
		
			December 29, 2023 at 12:23		


		Regarding counter contest: would be nice if printables had an official api so you could make a printables downloads/likes/folower counter like those YouTube counters you see in lots of YouTube videos.


		

				

				
	
				
				
			[image: ]			Vinmo says:		

		
		
			January 17, 2024 at 14:19		


		Hello,

I received a notification that my model was disqualified from the "103rd Bathroom Shelves" event.

I don't know exactly what I did wrong because in my opinion I followed all the rules.

I uploaded the model during the event period, it is self-constructed, not a remix, it is easy to print, you don't need anything else, just a printer.

Maybe I missed something that I should pay attention to but I don't understand it.

I would therefore be very interested to know what I didn't pay attention to, so that I know what to pay attention to for possible future contests.

It would be great to receive a corresponding answer.


		

				

				
	
				
				
			[image: ]			DonHops says:		

		
		
			February 6, 2024 at 01:16		


		I have to say, so far I love everything about Prusa Connects UI and usability.  I never would have tried it without this blog post.  Didn’t even realize it was an option for my two Minis.  What I don’t like is that with Octoprint and Standard Gcode, I was able to crank up the speed on my printer to 200% and it would give me a decent print that took half as long.  With Prusa Connect and BGCODE if I crank it up, it becomes a mess.  Also would like to be able to select multiple files at a time to delete.


		

				

				
	
				
				
			[image: ]			uping1 says:		

		
		
			February 25, 2024 at 17:56		


		I think the contests are great and I enjoy the challenge of entering them!

How about having a contest focused on bike accessories/repairs? I believe most people around the world have access to bikes which are great for health and the environment!

Thanks!


		

				

				
	
				
				
			[image: ]			panchojestem says:		

		
		
			March 23, 2024 at 13:56		


		I dont get that stupid rule that rules out my design i uploaded few days earlier than the contest upload period…
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			Original Prusa MK4

			[image: ]The MK4 provides high-speed 3D printing with ease and is ever so reliable like all Original Prusa 3D printers. It has all the best features of the popular MK3 – an open-source 3D printing workhorse with easy maintenance and advanced safety features – and adds much more!


More info about MK4


		        


    



















































